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Abstract

In this thesis we propose a coordinate ascent method for a class of semidefinite programming problems arising in the reformulation of non-convex quadratic optimization problems where the variables are restricted to subsets of the integer numbers.

It is known that non-convex quadratic integer problems are NP-hard for two reasons: the non-convexity of the objective function and the restrictions of integrality on the variables. Therefore no polynomial time algorithm is known for solving this class of optimization problems. Standard techniques for addressing these problems are reformulations through linearization or semidefinite programming (SDP), aiming at producing tight convex relaxations of the problem that are then embedded into branch-and-bound schemes. Semidefinite programming has been proved to be a powerful tool for constructing strong convex relaxations for several combinatorial optimization problems, however at increased computational cost. Interior-point based algorithms are the classical solution approaches for semidefinite programming problems, although it turns out that large scale instances are beyond the scope of these algorithms.

Buchheim and Wiegele have devised an SDP-based branch-and-bound algorithm (Q-MIST) for a class of mixed-integer quadratic programming problems, that contains the quadratic problems we are considering here. The semidefinite relaxations are solved using the SDP solver CSDP, which based on interior point methods. It has been proved experimentally that this approach outperforms the state-of-the-art non convex mixed-integer programming software COUENNE. Recently, Dong has studied the same class of quadratic problems, and has proposed a semi-infinite convex relaxation. The resulting separation problem is solved by a primal-barrier coordinate minimization algorithm.

In this thesis, we have developed an algorithm that on the one hand exploits the structure of the semidefinite relaxations proposed by Buchheim and Wiegele, namely a small total number of active constraints and constraint matrices characterized by a low rank. On the other hand, our algorithm exploits this special structure by solving the dual problem of the semidefinite relaxation, using a barrier method in combination with a coordinate-wise exact line search, motivated by the algorithm presented by Dong. The main ingredient of our algorithm is the computationally cheap update at each iteration and an easy computation of the exact step size. Compared to interior point methods, our approach is much faster in obtaining strong dual bounds. Moreover, no explicit separation and re-optimization is necessary even if the set of primal constraints is large, since in our dual approach this is covered by implicitly considering all primal constraints when selecting the next coordinate. Even more, the structure of the problem allows us to perform a plane search instead of a single line search, this speeds up the convergence of the algorithm. Finally, linear constraints are easily integrated into the algorithmic framework.

We have performed experimental comparisons on randomly generated instances, showing that our approach significantly improves the performance of Q-MIST when compared with CSDP and outperforms other specialized global optimization software, such as BARON.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quadratic programming (QP) problems require the minimization (or maximization) of a quadratic objective function subject to a set of linear equality or inequality constraints on the variables. QP constitutes an important class of problems in mathematical programming, its importance is twofold. On the one hand, QP with linear constraints can be seen as the most natural generalization of linear programming problems, where the linear objective function is replaced by a quadratic function. Moreover, the algorithmic importance of quadratic programming lies on the fact that it forms a principal computational component of several non-linear programming algorithms such as sequential quadratic programming (see, e.g.,[32]). On the other hand, there are several classes of problems that are naturally expressed as quadratic problems, the most classical ones include portfolio optimization, support vector machines, facility allocation, quadratic assignment problems. It is thus clear that QP is relevant from both the theoretical and practical point of view.

A general quadratic program has the following form

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad x^\top Q x + l^\top x + c \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad x \in X,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is an \( n \times n \) symmetric matrix, \( l \) is a vector in \( \mathbb{R}^n \), and \( c \) is a real number. The feasible region \( X \) is specified by constraints on the variable domains and by equality or inequality constraints.

In terms of complexity, solving (QP) is hard in general, except for a few cases that are known to be solvable in polynomial time. If the matrix \( Q \) is positive definite and \( X \) is convex, then (QP) becomes a convex programming problem and thus it can be solved in polynomial time [56]. There exist many efficient algorithms that can be applied to solve these problems (see, e.g., [29] and the references therein). In particular, it has been shown that when the input data of the problem is rational the ellipsoid method can be applied to solve convex quadratic programming problems in polynomial time [24]. Other polynomial time algorithms such as interior point methods have been proposed to solve convex quadratic problems, for some references see, e.g., [67].

Problem (QP) becomes NP-hard by imposing integrality on the variables even in the unbounded convex case. It is well-known that convex quadratic optimization with unbounded integer variables is equivalent to the closest vector problem, which has been proved to be NP-hard (see, e.g.,[30]). One of the classical algorithms to solve these problems was proposed by Fincke and Pohst [28]. More recently, a branch-and-bound approach was presented by Buchheim et al. in [13], and later improved in [14]. Other
methods for solving this kind of problems are reformulations through linearization (see, e.g., [58]) or semidefinite programming [21, 17].

Now, when \( Q \) is not positive semidefinite, (QP) is a non-convex problem. Non-convex quadratic programming has been also proved to be NP-hard. The first result reported in this direction was presented by Sahni [81]. The author proved that for a negative definite matrix \( Q \), Problem (QP) is NP-hard. A similar result was also proved by Vavasis [90, 91] and Pardalos [71]. Non-convex quadratic programming with box constraints, i.e., constraints given by lower and upper bounds on the variables, is a fundamental NP-hard problem in global optimization. It is common to assume that the box constraints have the form \( x \in [0, 1]^n \). This problem is also called BoxQP. If \( Q \) is negative definite, i.e., the problem is concave, thus BoxQP has a global optimum which is found in one of the extreme points of the box constraints. In the indefinite case, although BoxQP is a continuous optimization problem, it is well-known to be NP-hard. BoxQPs are typically solved by branch-and-bound methods based on convex relaxations, among the most notable relaxations are linear relaxations obtained by applying the reformulation-linearization technique [62, 84], and semidefinite relaxations, see, e.g., [18]. Stronger relaxations have been proposed by a combination of both techniques, see, e.g., [22].

Probably one of the most relevant cases in QP, in the discrete case, is the unconstrained binary quadratic programming problem (UBQP), here \( \mathcal{X} = \{0, 1\}^n \). When linear constraints are added, this simple model embraces a wide range of applications in combinatorial optimization, including optimization problems on graphs, facility locations problems, 0-1 quadratic knapsack problems, among others. For a detailed description of applications see, e.g., the survey paper by Kochenberger et al. [54]. In this case, convexity of the objective function of Problem (QP) can be assumed without loss of generality, since non-convex quadratic functions in binary variables can be easily turned into convex ones [41]. In fact, this is done by adding a penalty term \( \gamma \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i^2 - x_i) \) to the objective function, and determining a value of \( \gamma > 0 \) that makes the matrix \( Q + \gamma I \) positive semidefinite. It has been proved (see, e.g., [70, 5, 85]) that UBQP is equivalent to the maximum cut (max-cut) problem, which is known to be NP-hard [52, 31]. Many different approaches have been presented to solve UBQP, these include linearization techniques, branch-and-bound algorithms, cutting plane methods, use of polyhedral theory and reformulation through semidefinite programming. See, e.g., [19, 54] for a summary of solution approaches for UBQP.

As it can be seen, semidefinite programming (SDP) is a common technique to address different types of quadratic problems. In this thesis, we will focus on solving the semidefinite programming problems arising in the reformulation of non-convex quadratic integer programs, where the only constraints are on variable domains, namely:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad x^\top Q x + l^\top x + c \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( D_i \subseteq \mathbb{Z} \). This thesis follows the line of research of the work of Buchheim and Wiegele [17], the authors proposed the use of semidefinite relaxations and a specialized branching scheme for solving unconstrained non-convex quadratic minimization problems where the variable domains are arbitrary closed subsets of \( \mathbb{R} \). Their work is a generalization of the semidefinite programming approach to the max-cut problem or, equivalently, to the UBQP problem [59, 35]. The main idea behind it is the reformula-
tion of Problem (1.1) as a semidefinite problem, and the solution of a relaxation of the transformed problem within a branch-and-bound framework called Q-MIST. At each node of the branch-and-bound tree, Q-MIST calls an interior point method to solve a semidefinite relaxation obtained from Problem (1.1). It is well-known that interior point algorithms are theoretically efficient to solve semidefinite programs, they are able to solve medium to small size problems with high accuracy, but they are memory and time consuming, becoming less useful for large scale instances. For a survey on interior point methods for SDP see, e.g., [93].

Several researchers have proposed other approaches for solving SDPs that all attempt to overcome the practical difficulties of interior point methods. The most common ones include bundle methods [44] and (low rank) reformulation of the SDP as an unconstrained non-convex optimization problem together with the use of non-linear methods to solve the resulting problem [47, 20, 37]. Recently, another algorithm has been proposed by Dong [26] for solving a class of semidefinite programs. The author reformulates Problem (1.1) as a convex quadratically constrained problem, then convex relaxations are produced via a cutting surface procedure based on diagonal perturbations. The separation problem turns out to be a semidefinite problem with convex non-smooth objective function, and it is solved by a primal barrier coordinate minimization algorithm with exact line search.

Our main research focuses on improving Q-MIST by using an alternative method for solving the SDP relaxation of Problem (1.1). Our approach tries to exploit the specific problem structure of Problem (1.1), namely a small total number of (active) constraints and low rank constraint matrices that appear in the semidefinite relaxation. We exploit this special structure by solving the dual problem of the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (1.1), by means of a coordinate ascent algorithm that adapts and generalizes the algorithm proposed in [26].

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Part I, we review all the necessary background on semidefinite programming. The second part contains, what we have called, the main ingredients for the approach presented in Part III.

Part II starts with Chapter 3, where we recall the branch-and-bound algorithm Q-MIST, rewrite the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (1.1) in a matrix form, compute its dual and point out the properties of this problem that will be used later.

Chapter 4 contains a general introduction to coordinate-wise optimization, and a short section about the Woodbury formula, which will be used in the consecutive section and later. The last section of this chapter has a complete description of the barrier coordinate descent method introduced by Dong [26].

In Part III, Chapters 5 and 6 contain our main contribution. First of all we adapt and extend the coordinate descent algorithm presented in [26]. Then, we improved the first approach by exploiting the special structure of the constraint matrices. We will see that this approach can be easily adapted to more general quadratic problems that include linear constraints.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we evaluate this approach within the branch-and-bound framework of Q-MIST. The experiments show that our approach produces lower bounds as strong as the ones provided by Q-MIST and that it runs much faster for instances of large size.
Part I

Preliminaries
Chapter 2
Basics of semidefinite programming

Semidefinite programming (SDP) can be seen as an extension of linear programming (LP), namely, it is the optimization of a linear function over the positive semidefinite cone. As it was pointed out by Helmberg in [42], the development of interior point methods for semidefinite programming made it possible to optimize over this set efficiently. However, solving large scale problems as in linear programming is still out of reach in practice. Semidefinite programs arise in a natural way from problems whose data is given by matrices, in particular quadratic problems. SDP has a wide range of applications in both continuous and combinatorial optimization, see [33] and [89] for some applications of semidefinite programming.

This chapter is organized as follows. We begin by introducing some basic notation and definitions about positive semidefinite matrices. Semidefinite programs and their duals are introduced in the consecutive two sections. Section 2.4 contains a brief description of the geometric properties of the semidefinite programs. An introduction to interior point methods for semidefinite programming is reviewed in Section 2.5. We conclude the chapter describing the reformulation of binary quadratic problems as semidefinite problems.

2.1 Symmetric and positive semidefinite matrices

In this section, we report the notation and some preliminary results on positive semidefinite matrices that will be used throughout the thesis.

Let $M_{m,n}$ denote the set of $m \times n$ real matrices, and $M_n := M_{n,n}$ the set of square matrices of order $n$. We will mainly work with the set of symmetric matrices of order $n$, which we denote by $S_n$. The dimension of this vector space is $\binom{n+1}{2}$. The standard inner product between two matrices $A$, $B$ in $M_{m,n}$ is:

$$\langle A, B \rangle = \text{trace}(B^\top A) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij}b_{ij}.$$ 

From the definition of the inner product the following property is derived: For matrices $A$, $B$, $C$ with adequate dimensions, it holds that

$$\langle AB, C \rangle = \langle A, CB^\top \rangle.$$ 

Notice that if $A, B \in S_n$,

$$\langle A, B \rangle = \text{trace}(B^\top A) = \text{trace}(BA) = \text{trace}(AB).$$
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The spectral decomposition theorem is probably one of the most important theorems about real symmetric matrices. We need the following definition.

**Definition 2.1.** A scalar \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) is called *eigenvalue* of \( A \in S_n \) if

\[
Av = \lambda v,
\]

for some \( v \in \mathbb{R}^n \) with \( v \neq 0 \). The vector \( v \) is called *eigenvector* of \( A \) associated with \( \lambda \).

**Theorem 2.1** (Spectral decomposition theorem [48]). Any matrix \( A \in S_n \) can be decomposed as

\[
A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i v_i v_i^\top,
\]

where \( \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_n \in \mathbb{R} \) are the eigenvalues of \( A \), and \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \) are corresponding eigenvectors which form an orthonormal basis of \( \mathbb{R}^n \). In other words, the matrix \( A \) admits a factorization of the form \( A = P\Lambda P^\top \), where \( P \) is the orthonormal matrix whose columns are the vectors \( v_i \), and \( \Lambda \) is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of \( A \) in its main diagonal. This factorization of \( A \) is also known as eigenvalue decomposition of \( A \).

We have the following definition of positive semidefiniteness.

**Definition 2.2.** A matrix \( A \in S_n \) is *positive semidefinite* \( (A \succeq 0) \) if \( x^\top Ax \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). The set of positive semidefinite matrices of order \( n \) is denoted by \( S_n^+ \).

A matrix \( A \in S_n \) is *positive definite* \( (A \succ 0) \) if \( x^\top Ax > 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \setminus \{0\} \). The set of positive definite matrices of order \( n \) is denoted by \( S_n^{++} \).

From the definition above some properties of positive semidefinite matrices can be formulated, we state them in the following proposition.

**Proposition 2.2.**

(i) Each principal sub-matrix of a positive (semi)definite matrix is again positive (semi)definite.

(ii) All diagonal elements of a positive definite matrix are positive, and all diagonal elements of a positive semidefinite matrix are non-negative.

(iii) Let \( A_i \in S_{n_i} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \). The symmetric matrix

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix}
A_1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
0 & A_2 & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & A_k
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is positive (semi)definite if and only if all \( A_i \) are positive (semi)definite.

(iv) Let \( B \in M_n \) be a non-singular matrix. Then

\[
A \in S_n^+ \iff B^\top AB \in S_n^+,
\]

\[
A \in S_n^{++} \iff B^\top AB \in S_n^{++}.
\]
2.1. SYMMETRIC AND POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE MATRICES

Proof. We prove the proposition for positive semidefinite matrices, it extends easily to positive definite matrices.

(i) This follows by considering the quadratic form $x^\top Ax$ of a positive semidefinite matrix $A \in S_n$. Let $I \subset \{1, \ldots, n\}$ be the set of indices of the rows and columns of any principal sub-matrix of $A$. Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ such that $x_k = 0$ for $k \notin I$. Then

\[ 0 \leq x^\top Ax = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij}x_i x_j = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in I} a_{ij}x_i x_j. \]

Hence $A_{i,I} \succeq 0$.

(ii) Every diagonal entry of $A$ is a principal sub-matrix itself and thus is positive semidefinite, i.e., $a_{ii}x^2 \geq 0$ must hold for all $x \in \mathbb{R}$. Hence $a_{ii}$ is non-negative.

(iii) Let $A \succeq 0$, in particular, the principal sub-matrices $A_i$ are so. For the other direction, let $x = (x_1, \ldots, x_k)^\top \in \mathbb{R}^n$ where $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^{n_i}$ and $n = \sum_{i=1}^{k} n_i$, then

\[ x^\top Ax = x_1^\top A_1 x_1 + \cdots + x_k^\top A_k x_k \geq 0, \]

since each $x_i^\top A_i x_i \geq 0$.

(iv) Let $A \succeq 0$, $x^\top Ax \geq 0$ for all $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Take $x = By$, for any $y \in \mathbb{R}^n$, we have

\[ 0 \leq x^\top Ax = y^\top B^\top ABy. \]

Hence $B^\top AB \succeq 0$. To prove the other direction, take $y = B^{-1}x$ for any $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, we have that

\[ 0 \leq y^\top B^\top ABy = x^\top B^{-\top} B^\top ABB^{-1}x = x^\top Ax. \]

Then $A \succeq 0$.

This proposition contains only some of the many properties of positive (semi)definite matrices. See, e.g., [48] for more properties of positive semidefinite matrices. We have the following characterization of positive (semi)definite matrices in terms of its eigenvalues.

Theorem 2.3. For $A \in S_n$, $A$ is positive semidefinite if and only if all its eigenvalues are non-negative. It is positive definite if and only if all its eigenvalues are positive.

Proof. From Theorem 2.1, we have that $A = P\Lambda P^\top$, $P$ contains the orthonormal eigenvectors of $A$ and $\Lambda = \text{diag}(\lambda)$ its eigenvalues. Using Proposition 2.2 (iv) with $B := P$, we have that the matrix $A$ is positive (semi)definite if and only if $P^\top AP = \Lambda$ is positive (semi)definite. From the same proposition, (ii), we have that $\Lambda$ is positive (semi)definite if and only if all its diagonal elements are non-negative (resp. positive).
An important property that can be derived immediately from this theorem is that the determinant of a positive semidefinite matrix is non-negative. In fact, the determinant of a matrix is known to be the product of its eigenvalues, being non-negative when all its eigenvalues are non-negative, i.e., when the matrix is positive semidefinite. By the same reasoning, the determinant of a positive definite matrix is positive. This property of the positive semidefinite matrices has been exploited to define logarithmic barrier functions, as we will be shown later.

The following proposition can be proved using the last theorem.

**Proposition 2.4.** If $A \in S_n^+$ and $a_{ii} = 0$ for some $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, then $a_{ij} = 0$ for all $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$.

**Proof.** Assume that $a_{ik} \neq 0$ for some $k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, without loss of generality we can also assume that $i < k$. Consider the principal sub-matrix of $A$ defined by the rows and columns $k$ and $i$, i.e.,

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
a_{ii} & a_{ik} \\
a_{ik} & a_{kk}
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

The determinant of the matrix above is $-a_{ik}^2$. From Proposition 2.2 (i) we know that every principal sub-matrix of a positive semidefinite matrix is positive semidefinite and from Theorem 2.3 that its determinant should be non-negative. We conclude that $a_{ij} = 0$ for all $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$. \qed

The following theorem states that the inner product of two positive semidefinite matrices is non-negative. In particular, this property is important to prove an essential property of the cone of semidefinite matrices, namely, its self-duality, see Section 2.4.

**Theorem 2.5.** Let $A, B \in S_n^+$. Then $\langle A, B \rangle \geq 0$ and $\langle A, B \rangle = 0$ if and only if $AB = 0$.

**Proof.** Let $B = P \Lambda P^T$ be the eigenvalue decomposition of $B$, $\Lambda$ is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of $B$, $\lambda_i \geq 0$, in its main diagonal.

Define $C := P^T AP$. We have that $C \succeq 0$ and therefore $c_{ii} \geq 0$ by Proposition 2.2 (ii). Therefore

$$
\langle A, B \rangle = \langle A, P^T \Lambda P \rangle = \langle P^T AP, \Lambda \rangle = \langle C, \Lambda \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{ii} \lambda_i.
$$

The last sum is non-negative since each term $c_{ii} \lambda_i \geq 0$.

Notice that $[\langle A, B \rangle = 0 \iff AB = 0]$ is equivalent to $[\langle C, \Lambda \rangle = 0 \iff CA = 0]$. Now, if $\langle A, B \rangle = 0$, then $\langle C, \Lambda \rangle = 0$ and therefore $\sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{ii} \lambda_i = 0$. Since all the terms in this sum are non-negative, it follows that $c_{ii} \lambda_i = 0$ for all $i$. Thus, if $\lambda_i > 0$, $c_{ii} = 0$ and since $C \succeq 0$, the $i$-th row/column of $C$ must be zero. If instead, $c_{ii} > 0$, then $\lambda_i = 0$. It remains to prove that $(CA)_{ij} = 0$ for all $j$. Suppose that there exist $i, j$ such that $(CA)_{ij} \neq 0$. Then $c_{ij} \lambda_j \neq 0$, but if $\lambda_j > 0$ then $c_{jj}$ must be zero and therefore the complete row $j$, which is a contradiction. \qed

We conclude this section with a theorem that gives a characterization of positive semidefinite matrices using the so-called Schur complement. If $A$ is a non-singular principal sub-matrix of the $2 \times 2$-block matrix

$$
M = \begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
C & D
\end{pmatrix},
$$

...
then \( D - CA^{-1}B \) is known as Schur complement of \( A \) in \( M \), named after a seminal lemma by the mathematician Issai Schur [77].

Matrices of the form \( D - CA^{-1}B \) are very common in linear algebra, probably one of the most common uses is Gaussian elimination. See, e.g., [25] for more applications of the Schur complement. We are interested in the use of the Schur complement for testing positive (semi)definiteness of a matrix. The following theorem gives a criterion to decide whether a \( 2 \times 2 \)-block symmetric matrix is positive (semi)definite.

**Theorem 2.6** (Schur complement). Let \( A \in S_m^{++} \), \( C \in S_n \), and \( B \in M_{m,n} \). Then

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
B^\top & C
\end{pmatrix} > 0 \iff C - B^\top A^{-1}B > 0
\]

and

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
B^\top & C
\end{pmatrix} \geq 0 \iff C - B^\top A^{-1}B \succeq 0.
\]

**Proof.** We have that

\[
M := \begin{pmatrix}
I_m & -A^{-1}B \\
0 & I_n
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is a non-singular matrix. From the Proposition 2.2 (iv) it follows that

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
B^\top & C
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is positive (semi)definite if and only if the matrix

\[
M^\top \begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
B^\top & C
\end{pmatrix} M = \begin{pmatrix}
A & 0 \\
0 & C - B^\top A^{-1}B
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is positive (semi)definite. From same proposition, (iii), the last matrix is positive (semi)definite if and only if \( C - B^\top A^{-1}B \) is positive (semi)definite.

In the next chapter we will see that the Schur complement appears also in the so-called Woodbury formula, which plays an important role in the algorithm proposed in Part III.

After having described some basic properties of positive semidefinite matrices, we can introduce the concept of semidefinite programming.

## 2.2 Semidefinite programming

Consider the following optimization problem, which is known as the **semidefinite program** in standard form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \ & \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} \ & \langle A_i, X \rangle = b_i \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& \quad X \succeq 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where the matrices \( Q, A_i, i = 1, \ldots, m \) are assumed to be symmetric matrices in \( M_n \) and \( b \in \mathbb{R}^m \). There is no loss of generality in the assumption of symmetry of the
matrices $Q$ and $A_i$. Since $\langle Q, X \rangle = \langle Q^\top, X \rangle$, if $Q$ is not symmetric, one can replace it by $\frac{1}{2}(Q + Q^\top)$. The same is true for the constraint matrices $A_i$.

To simplify notation, define the linear operator $\mathcal{A} : S_n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m$ as

$$\mathcal{A}(X) := \begin{pmatrix} \langle A_1, X \rangle \\ \vdots \\ \langle A_m, X \rangle \end{pmatrix},$$

the above problem is then rewritten in the following form:

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \mathcal{A}(X) = b \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*} \tag{2.2}$$

The linear operator $\mathcal{A}$ has associated an adjoint operator, denoted by $\mathcal{A}^\top$, which by definition is the linear operator $\mathcal{A}^\top : \mathbb{R}^m \rightarrow S_n$ satisfying the relation

$$\langle \mathcal{A}(X), y \rangle = \langle X, \mathcal{A}^\top y \rangle, \quad \forall X \in S_n, y \in \mathbb{R}^m.$$ 

It follows that

$$\langle \mathcal{A}(X), y \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^n y_i \text{trace}(A_iX) = \text{trace}(X \sum_{i=1}^n y_i A_i) = \left\langle X, \sum_{i=1}^m y_i A_i \right\rangle,$$

from which we obtain the explicit description

$$\mathcal{A}^\top y = \sum_{i=1}^m y_i A_i.$$

The dual problem of (2.2) is computed as follows: Let $y \in \mathbb{R}^m$ be the dual multipliers associated with the constraints $\langle A_i, X \rangle = b_i$. The primal constraints are lifted into the objective function:

$$\min_{X \succeq 0} \max_{y \in \mathbb{R}^m} \langle Q, X \rangle + y^\top (b - \mathcal{A}(X)),$$

then, exchanging the min with max yields

$$\max_{y \in \mathbb{R}^m} \min_{X \succeq 0} \langle b, y \rangle + \langle Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y, X \rangle.$$

The inner minimization over $X \succeq 0$ is bounded from below only if $Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y \succeq 0$. Finally, the dual semidefinite problem in standard form associated to Problem (2.1) can be rewritten as

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle b, y \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \mathcal{A}^\top y + Z = Q \\
& \quad Z \succeq 0 \\
& \quad y \in \mathbb{R}^m.
\end{align*} \tag{2.3}$$
Later we will deal with semidefinite programs that are usually not in the standard form. Therefore it is important to notice what happens when Problem (2.1) contains equality and inequality constraints, i.e., if we have a primal SDP problem of the form
\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad A_1(X) = b_1 \\
& \quad A_2(X) \leq b_2 \\
& \quad X \succeq 0,
\end{align*}
\]
where \( A_1 : S_n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{m_1}, \ A_2 : S_n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{m_2} \) are two linear operators, \( b_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{m_1} \) and \( b_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{m_2} \). In this case, the dual problem will have additional dual variables \( t \in \mathbb{R}^{m_2} \):
\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle b_1, y \rangle + \langle b_2, t \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad A_1^\top(y) + A_2^\top(t) + Z = Q \\
& \quad Z \succeq 0 \\
& \quad y \in \mathbb{R}^{m_1} \\
& \quad t \in \mathbb{R}^{m_2}.
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that similar to linear programming, the set of constraints \( A_2(X) \leq b_2 \) could be transformed into equality constraints by introducing non-negative slack variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_{m_2} \), and then replacing \( X \) by a new matrix \( X' \) of the form
\[
X' = \begin{pmatrix}
X & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & x_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & x_2 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & x_{m_2}
\end{pmatrix},
\]
which is positive semidefinite if and only if \( X \succeq 0 \) and \( x_1, \ldots, x_{m_2} \geq 0 \). This will increase however the dimension of the problem.

In the special case when \( Q \) and \( A_i \) are diagonal matrices, Problem (2.1) reduces to a linear program. Indeed, let \( q \) and \( a_i \) denote the diagonal vectors of \( Q \) and \( A_i \), respectively, and \( x \) the diagonal entries of the matrix \( X \). It holds that \( x \geq 0 \) if and only if \( X \succeq 0 \). We obtain that Problem (2.1) is in fact the linear problem:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad q^\top x \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad a_i^\top x = b_i \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& \quad x \geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]
Note that \( \langle q, x \rangle = q^\top x \) and \( \langle a_i, x \rangle = a_i^\top x \).

### 2.3 Duality theory

The property that the objective value of any primal feasible solution is greater or equal to the objective value of any dual feasible solution is called **weak duality**. We have the following
Lemma 2.7. Let $X$ be a primal feasible solution of Problem (2.2) and $(y, Z)$ any dual feasible solution of Problem (2.3). Then $\langle Q, X \rangle \geq \langle b, y \rangle$.

Proof. We have that:

$$
\langle Q, X \rangle - \langle b, y \rangle = \langle A^T y + Z, X \rangle - \langle A(X), y \rangle \\
= \langle A^T y, X \rangle + \langle Z, X \rangle - \langle A(X), y \rangle \\
= \langle A(X), y \rangle + \langle Z, X \rangle - \langle A(X), y \rangle \\
= \langle Z, X \rangle \geq 0.
$$

The last inequality is true, because the inner product of two positive semidefinite matrices is non-negative, see Theorem 2.5.

The quantity $\langle Z, X \rangle$ is known as duality gap. If the duality gap is zero, it is said that strong duality holds, then $X$ and $(y, Z)$ are primal dual optimal. In semidefinite programming, different from linear programming, it can happen that the duality gap is not zero for a primal-dual optimal pair or that the optimal value is not attained. We illustrate these facts by the following examples taken from [93].

Example 2.1. Consider

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad ax_{11} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad x_{11} + 2x_{23} = 1 \\
& \quad x_{22} = 0 \\
& \quad X \in S_{3}^+, \\
\end{align*}
$$

(P)

or, equivalently,

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \langle \begin{pmatrix} a & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \langle \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, X \rangle = 1 \\
& \quad \langle \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, X \rangle = 0 \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*}
$$

Any feasible solution of (P) must satisfy $x_{23} = 0$, since $x_{22} = 0$, see Proposition 2.4. Therefore, (P) has optimal value $a$. Now, let us compute the dual problem:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad \langle \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}, y \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad y_1 \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} + y_2 \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} + Z = \begin{pmatrix} a & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \\
& \quad Z \succeq 0,
\end{align*}
$$

(D)
i.e.,

\[
\max \ y_1 \\
\text{s.t.} \ \begin{pmatrix} a - y_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -y_2 & -y_1 \\
0 & -y_1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.
\]

For each feasible solution of (D) it holds that \( y_1 = 0 \). Hence, its optimal objective value is 0. The optimal objective values of (P) and (D) are different, their gap is \( a \).

Now, consider the following example, where the duality gap is zero, but the optimal value is not attained.

**Example 2.2.** Consider the following primal-dual pair of semidefinite problems

\[
p^* = \min \ x_{11} \\
\text{s.t.} \ \begin{pmatrix} x_{11} & -1 \\
-1 & x_{22} \end{pmatrix} \succeq 0
\]

and

\[
d^* = \max \ -2y_1 \\
\text{s.t.} \ \begin{pmatrix} 1 & -y_1 \\
-1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.
\]

Observe that both optimal objective values are zero. However, the infimum is not attained, since it is reached only in the limit when \( x_{11} = \frac{1}{x_{22}} \) and \( x_{22} \to \infty \).

The gap between primal and dual optimal objective values is guaranteed to be zero if at least one of both primal or dual problems has a strictly feasible point.

**Definition 2.3.** A matrix \( X \) is said to be **strictly feasible** for Problem (2.2) if it satisfies \( \mathcal{A}(X) = b \) and \( X \succ 0 \). A pair \( (y, Z) \) is said to be **strictly feasible** for Problem (2.3) if it satisfies \( \mathcal{A}^\top y + Z = Q \) and \( Z \succ 0 \).

It is said that the **Slater condition** holds for the primal problem, if there exists a strictly feasible matrix \( X \) for the primal problem (2.2), i.e., the intersection of \( \mathcal{A}(X) = b \) and \( \text{int}(S_n^+) \) is non-empty, the same holds for the dual problem (2.3). Later we will see that \( \text{int}(S_n^+) = S_n^{++} \).

**Theorem 2.8.** If both problems, namely Problem (2.2) and Problem (2.3), are strictly feasible, then the duality gap is zero and both problems admit an optimal solution.

For a proof of this theorem, see e.g., [92], as a special case of duality of linear programs on cones, or [83], for duality of general SDP.

It is possible to derive a version of the complementary slackness for SDP similar to linear programming. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.5.

**Theorem 2.9.** Let \( X^* \) be a feasible primal solution of Problem (2.2) and \( (y^*, Z^*) \) a feasible dual solution of Problem (2.3). Then \( X^* \) and \( (y^*, Z^*) \) are primal dual optimal, respectively, if and only if

\[ X^* Z^* = 0. \]
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From the last theorem, it follows that if the Slater condition holds for both sides, a pair \( X \) and \((y, Z)\) is primal-dual optimal if and only if

\[
AX = b, \quad X \succeq 0,
\]
\[
A^\top y + Z = Q, \quad Z \succeq 0,
\]
\[
XZ = 0.
\]

These conditions are referred to as KKT conditions for semidefinite programs.

### 2.4 The positive semidefinite cone

In this section we discuss some important geometric properties of the set of positive semidefinite matrices. It follows immediately from Definition 2.2 that for \( A, B \in S_+^n \), \( \lambda A + (1 - \lambda)B \) is positive semidefinite, for all \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \). The same is true for \( S_+^{++} \), thus both sets are convex.

A subset \( K \subset S_n \) is called a cone if and only if \( A \in K \) and \( \alpha \geq 0 \) implies \( \alpha A \in K \). A cone is pointed if \( K \cup (-K) = \{0\} \), and full-dimensional if its interior is nonempty. The interior of \( K \), denoted by \( \text{int}(K) \), is the largest open subset contained in \( K \).

**Proposition 2.10.** The set of positive semidefinite matrices, \( S_+^n \), is a proper cone, i.e., it is a convex, pointed, closed and full-dimensional cone.

**Proof.** For \( A \in S_+^n \), and \( \alpha A \in S_+^n \), it follows directly from the positive semidefiniteness of \( A \) that \( x^\top (\alpha A)x = \alpha x^\top Ax \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Therefore \( S_+^n \) is a cone.

To prove that it is pointed, let \( A \in S_+^n \cup (-S_+^n) \), then \( A \in S_+^n \) and \( -A \in S_+^n \). Now, for any \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), both \( x^\top Ax \geq 0 \) and \( x^\top (-A)x \geq 0 \) holds. Therefore \( A \) must be the zero matrix.

Define the following function

\[
\lambda : S_n \longrightarrow \mathbb{R}^n
\]

\[
A \longmapsto \begin{pmatrix}
\lambda_1(A) \\
\vdots \\
\lambda_n(A)
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( \lambda_1(A) \geq \cdots \geq \lambda_n(A) \) are the eigenvalues of \( A \). Notice that \( \lambda \) is a continuous function. Therefore, the inverse image of the closed set \([0, \infty)^n \), \( \lambda^{-1}([0, \infty)^n) \), is closed in \( S_n \). From Theorem 2.3 we derive \( S_+^n = \lambda^{-1}((0, \infty)^n) \).

We can see that \( S_+^n \) is full-dimensional since \( \lambda^{-1}((0, 1)^n) \) is open in \( S_+^n \) and contains the matrix \( \frac{1}{2}I \), thus the interior of \( S_+^n \) is not empty. \( \square \)

Notice that \( S_+^{++} \) is not a cone, since the null matrix does not belong to it. One can prove that \( S_+^{++} \) is in fact the interior of \( S_+^n \).

**Proposition 2.11.** \( \text{int}(S_+^n) = S_+^{++} \).

**Proof.** Let \( \lambda \) be defined as in the last proof. Let \( A \in \text{int}(S_+^n) \), then there exists \( \epsilon > 0 \) such that \( A - \epsilon I \in S_+^n \). We have that \( \lambda(A) - \epsilon \lambda(I) = \lambda(A) - \epsilon \geq 0 \) (see Theorem 2.3). Then \( \lambda(A) > 0 \) and therefore \( A \in S_+^{++} \).

Conversely, let \( A \in S_+^{++} \), it follows that \( \lambda(A) > 0 \), from Theorem 2.3. Then \( \lambda(A) \in (0, 2\lambda(A)) \), which implies that \( A \in \lambda^{-1}((0, 2\lambda(A))) \subset S_+^n \), i.e., \( A \) is in the interior of \( S_+^n \). \( \square \)
This property of $S^+_n$ is particularly important in barrier methods as the interior point methods described in the following section and in Part III.

For a proper cone $K$, its dual cone $K^*$ is defined as

$$ K^* := \{ A \in S_n \mid \langle A, B \rangle \geq 0 \quad \forall B \in K \}, $$

and it is said that $K$ is self-dual if $K = K^*$.

The semidefinite cone is self-dual, i.e.,

$$ S^+_n = (S^+_n)^* := \{ Y : \langle X, Y \rangle \geq 0 \quad \forall X \in S^+_n \}. $$

The proof follows from the following Proposition 2.12.

**Proposition 2.12.** A matrix $A \in S_n$ is positive semidefinite if and only if $\langle A, B \rangle \geq 0$ for all $B \in S^+_n$.

**Proof.** Suppose that $A, B \succeq 0$. From Theorem 2.5 it follows that $\langle A, B \rangle \geq 0$. Conversely, if $\langle A, B \rangle \geq 0$ for all $B \in S^+_n$, let $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and take $B = xx^\top$. Then $\langle A, B \rangle = \langle A, xx^\top \rangle = x^\top Ax \geq 0$. \(\square\)

We review now some properties of the facial structure of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, first we recall the definition of a face of a cone. If $K$ is a closed cone, $F \subset K$ is said to be a face of $K$ if it is a sub-cone, and if for any pair of elements $X, Y \in K$ such that $X + Y \in F$, it holds that $X, Y \in F$.

The next theorem gives a characterization of the faces of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices.

**Theorem 2.13.** Any face $F$ of the semidefinite cone falls in one of the following cases

(i) $F = \emptyset$,

(ii) $F = \{0\}$,

(iii) $F = \{ X \in S_n : X = PSP^\top, S \in S^+_k \}$ with $P \in M_{n,k}$ and $\text{rank}(P) = k$, for $k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$.

For a proof of this theorem see [43] and the references therein. The feasible set of any semidefinite program is the intersection of an affine sub-space defined by the linear constraints with the semidefinite cone. In case of the primal problem (2.2), we denote the feasible set by

$$ \mathcal{P} := \{ X \in S_n : A(X) = b, X \succeq 0 \}. $$

For the dual problem (2.3), the feasible set is

$$ \mathcal{D} := \{ (y, Z) \in \mathbb{R}^m \times S_n : Z \succeq 0 \}. $$

The semidefinite cone is not a polyhedral cone, therefore in general the feasible sets $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{D}$ are not polyhedral.

It is well known that the faces of the intersection of convex sets are the intersections of the faces of the sets. The faces of $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{D}$ can be directly derived from Theorem 2.13.
Corollary 2.14. Any face of $\mathcal{P}$ is a set of the following form
\[ \{ X \in \mathcal{P} : X = PSP^\top, S \in S^+_k \} \]
for a certain matrix $P \in M_{n,k}$ with $k = \text{rank}(P)$. Any face of $\mathcal{D}$ is a set of the following form
\[ \{ (y, Z) \in \mathcal{D} : Z = QDQ^\top, D \in S^+_r \}, \]
for a certain matrix $Q \in M_{n,r}$, with $r = \text{rank}(Q)$.

Optimal solutions of problems (2.2) and (2.3) are expected to have small rank [73]. The next property is related with upper bounds for the rank of a matrix contained in a face of $\mathcal{P}$ or $\mathcal{D}$.

Theorem 2.15. [73] Let $F$ be a face of dimension $d$ of the feasible set of (2.2). For $X \in F$ the rank $r = \text{rank}(X)$ is bounded by
\[ \left( \frac{r + 1}{2} \right) \leq m + d. \]
Let $F$ be a face of dimension $d$ of $\{ Z \succeq 0 : \exists y \in \mathbb{R}^n : Q - A^\top y = Z \}$. For $(y, Z) \in F$, the rank $r = \text{rank}(Z)$ is bounded by
\[ \left( \frac{r + 1}{2} \right) \leq \left( \frac{n + 1}{2} \right) - m + k. \]

2.5 Interior point methods for SDP

Semidefinite programs are in particular convex optimization problems. It is proved in the work of Grötschel, Lovász and Schrijver [38] that they can be solved in polynomial time to any desired precision using for instance the Ellipsoid method (see e.g. [39]). From a practical point of view, Ellipsoid methods are not efficient for most applications, including SDP. The main approaches for solving SDP problems are interior point methods and first order non-linear methods. Interior point methods provide the possibility of obtaining polynomial time algorithms for semidefinite programs, they are able to solve small to medium size problems with high accuracy, but they are memory and time consuming so that they become less useful when solving large scale instances.

Interior point methods are a very large class of methods, developed with several variants. Refer for instance to the book [53] for a complete treatment. We describe here a primal-dual interior point method that solves (2.2) and (2.3) simultaneously, with the intention of getting an idea of how they work and understand its limitations with large size instances.

A valid interior point algorithm requires to assume that Slater’s condition is satisfied for both primal and dual problems. For $\mu > 0$, consider the following perturbed system of the KKT conditions (2.4):
\[
\begin{align*}
AX &= b, \quad X \succ 0, \\
A^\top y + Z &= Q, \quad Z \succ 0, \\
XZ &= \mu I.
\end{align*}
\]
The latter system can also be obtained as the KKT conditions of the barrier problem for (2.3)
\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle b, y \rangle - \mu \log \det Z \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \mathcal{A}^\top y + Z = Q \\
& \quad y \in \mathbb{R}^m,
\end{align*}
\]
where \(\mu\) is the penalty parameter. The barrier term \(-\mu \log \det Z\) will avoid that \(Z\) leaves the interior of the positive semidefinite cone. Indeed, \(\det Z \to 0\) when \(Z\) approaches the boundary of the semidefinite cone, and thus the barrier term will grow to infinity. From Proposition 2.11 we know that \(Z\) will remain positive definite during the course of the iterations.

The set of solutions \((X_\mu, y_\mu, Z_\mu)\) of system (2.5) for \(\mu > 0\), is the so-called central path. It was shown that the central path is a smooth curve [55]. Additionally, it can be proved that if \(\mu \to 0\) the central path converges to a point \((X^*, y^*, Z^*)\) such that \(X^*\) is an optimal solution of the primal problem and \((y^*, Z^*)\) is an optimal solution of the dual problem (see, e.g, [43]). Therefore, the idea of interior point methods is to compute an approximate solution of (2.4) by solving (2.5). To simplify notation, define
\[
F_\mu(X, y, Z) := \begin{pmatrix}
\mathcal{A}X - b, \\
\mathcal{A}^\top y + Z - Q \\
XZ - \mu I
\end{pmatrix},
\]
and system (2.5) corresponds to
\[
F_\mu(X, y, Z) = 0, \quad X, Z \succeq 0.
\]
Newton’s method is applied to find a direction \((\Delta X, \Delta y, \Delta Z)\) towards the optimal point \((X^*, y^*, Z^*)\), which must satisfy
\[
F_\mu + \nabla F_\mu \cdot (\Delta X, \Delta y, \Delta Z) = 0.
\]
Therefore the direction \((\Delta X, \Delta y, \Delta Z)\) is the solution of the linearized system
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{A}\Delta X &= -(\mathcal{A}X - b), \\
\mathcal{A}^\top \Delta y + \Delta Z &= -(\mathcal{A}^\top y + Z - Q), \\
\Delta XZ + X\Delta Z &= \mu I - XZ.
\end{align*}
\]
In general, \(XZ\) is not symmetric and the direct application of Newton’s method will produce non-symmetric matrices \(\Delta X\) and \(\Delta Z\). Several approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem. We do not go into details, but refer to the survey [87] for a complete description about search directions for interior point methods in semidefinite programming. In Algorithm 1, we summarize a general framework for interior point methods for SDP.

### 2.6 SDP for binary quadratic programming

SDP has wide applicability in combinatorial optimization. Semidefinite programs provide a powerful tool for constructing strong convex relaxations for several NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. We illustrate the main idea on the unconstrained
Algorithm 1: Primal-dual interior point method

Input: $A(\cdot), b \in \mathbb{R}^n, Q \in M_n$, starting point $(X^0, y^0, Z^0)$ $X \succ 0, Z \succ 0, \mu$

1. update $\mu > 0$ compute $(\Delta X, \Delta y, \Delta Z)$ by solving (2.6);
2. choose $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ such that $X + \alpha \Delta X$, $y + \alpha \Delta y$ and $Z + \alpha \Delta Z$ remain feasible;
3. if $\|AX - b\|$ and $\|A^\top y + Z - Q\|_F$ and $\langle X, Z \rangle$ are small enough then stop, else goto 1.

For many problems in combinatorial optimization the integer program and its linear relaxation optima may be quite different. This is particularly the case for the max-cut problem [34]. One approach to deal with this large discrepancy between the optima of the original problem and its linear relaxation is to consider relaxations tighter than linear programming relaxations. It has been shown that using semidefinite programming to approximate max-cut produces tighter relaxations than the linear relaxation, the first work in this direction was presented by Goemans and Williamson [35]. This approach and their result had an important impact on the area of combinatorial optimization, leading to a lot of research activity for getting tight approximations for various problems.

Consider the unconstrained binary quadratic optimization problem

$$\max_{x \in \{0, 1\}^n} x^\top Qx. \quad (2.7)$$

In order to reformulate this problem, we introduce the following change of variable $X = xx^\top$, with $x \in \{0, 1\}^n$. Observe that, by making use of the inner product of matrices, the objective function of the above problem can be equivalently rewritten as

$$x^\top Qx = \langle Qx, x \rangle = \langle Q, xx^\top \rangle.$$

Also, observe that $X$ is a rank-one positive semidefinite matrix, and its diagonal elements are all equal to 0 or 1. This leads to a non-convex formulation of Problem (2.7),

$$\max \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \text{rank}(X) = 1 \quad x_{ii} \in \{0, 1\}$$

$$X \succeq 0. \quad (2.8)$$

Removing the rank-one constraint and relaxing the constraint $x_{ii} \in \{0, 1\}$ by $0 \leq x_{ii} \leq 1$ give a semidefinite relaxation of Problem (2.7):

$$\max \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \quad \text{s.t.} \quad 0 \leq x_{ii} \leq 1 \quad X \succeq 0.$$

However, as mentioned in [46], this relaxation turns out to be of poor quality and one can get tighter relaxations. In fact, the non-convex constraint $X - xx^\top = 0$ can be relaxed to the convex constraint $X - xx^\top \succeq 0$. Also, exploiting the fact
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that $\text{diag}(xx^\top) = x$, we obtain the following semidefinite relaxation for 0-1 quadratic programming

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad X - \text{diag}(X)\text{diag}(X)^\top \succeq 0.
\end{align*}$$

Using the Schur complement, Theorem 2.6, the semidefinite constraint

$$X - \text{diag}(X)\text{diag}(X)^\top \succeq 0$$

is equivalent to

$$\bar{X} := \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \text{diag}(X)^\top \\ \text{diag}(X) & X \end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.$$ 

We have the following

Lemma 2.16. Problem (2.7) is equivalent to

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{rank}(\bar{X}) = 1 \\
& \quad \bar{X} \succeq 0. 
\end{align*}$$

Proof. Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ be a feasible solution of (2.7), and define $X = xx^\top$. We have that

$$\bar{X} := \begin{pmatrix} 1 & x^\top \\ x & X \end{pmatrix}$$

is a feasible solution of (2.9): $\bar{x}_{ii} = x_i^2 \in \{0, 1\}$ for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, i.e., $x = \text{diag}(X)$. It is clear that the rank of $\bar{X}$ is 1. Moreover, since $v^\top \bar{X}v = v^\top xx^\top v = (v^\top x)^2 \geq 0$, for all $v \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $X$ is positive semidefinite and by Theorem 2.6, $\bar{X}$ is positive semidefinite as well.

Now, choose a feasible solution $\bar{X}$ of (2.9). We have that

$$\bar{X} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \text{diag}(X)^\top \\ \text{diag}(X) & X \end{pmatrix} \succeq 0,$$

which by Theorem 2.6 implies that $X \succeq 0$. Now, from $\text{rank}(\bar{X}) = 1$, it follows that $X = \text{diag}(X)\text{diag}(X)^\top$ and $x_{ii} = x_i^2 \in \{0, 1\}$. Take $x := \text{diag}(X)$, thus $x_i \in \{0, 1\}$ for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, i.e., $x$ is a feasible solution of (2.7).}

Problem (2.7) is known to be equivalent to the well-known max-cut problem which is modeled on $\{-1, 1\}^n$ variables, see for instance [5]. The latter results can be extended to more general quadratic optimization problems with linear and/or quadratic constraints.

Consider the following 0-1 quadratic program with one inequality constraint

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad x^\top Qx \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad a^\top x \leq b, \\
& \quad x \in \{0, 1\},
\end{align*}$$

with $Q \in S_n$, $a \in \mathbb{N}^n$ and $b \in \mathbb{N}$. This problem can be interpreted as the quadratic knapsack problem [74]. We are given a knapsack with capacity $b$ and a set of items $\{1, \ldots, n\}$,
each one characterized by a positive weight $a_i$, and the profit $q_{ii}$ obtained if the item $i$

is selected. In addition, $q_{ij}$ is the profit generated if both items $i$ and $j$ are selected. The quadratic knapsack problem asks for a selection of a subset of items that does not exceed the capacity of the knapsack and gives maximum profit.

Following the linearization described above, the knapsack constraint $a^T x \leq b$ can be modeled by restricting the diagonal elements of $X$

$$\langle \text{Diag}(a), X \rangle \leq b,$$

yielding a semidefinite relaxation of the 0-1 quadratic knapsack problem

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \langle \text{Diag}(a), X \rangle \leq b \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*}$$

The inequality $a^T x \leq b$ can be represented in other ways, aiming at producing tighter relaxations, see, e.g., [46] for literature on how to model the knapsack constraint. On the other hand, it is clear that this approach can be easily generalized to model more than one linear constraint.
Part II

Main ingredients
Chapter 3

Q-MIST

In this chapter, we focus on quadratic problems with non-convex objective function in which the only constraints are the ones that enforce each variable to belong to a specific finite sub-set of \( \mathbb{Z} \). A study of slightly more general version of these problems was done by Buchheim and Wiegele [17], they considered arbitrary closed sub-sets of \( \mathbb{R} \) and proposed to solve a semidefinite relaxation of such problems within a branch-and-bound framework called Q-MIST: Quadratic Mixed-Integer Semidefinite Programming Technique. This chapter will be dedicated to recall some of the main results of the work of Buchheim and Wiegele [17], and present some preliminary results that are the basis for our contribution in Part III.

We thus consider non-convex quadratic mixed-integer optimization problems of the form

\[
\min \hat{f}(x) = x^\top \hat{Q} x + \hat{l}^\top x + \hat{c}
\text{s.t.} \quad x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n,
\]  

(3.1)

where \( \hat{Q} \in S_n \) is not necessarily positive semidefinite, \( \hat{l} \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( \hat{c} \in \mathbb{R} \), and \( D_i \subseteq \mathbb{R} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, n \).

This problem formulation encloses a wide range of quadratic problems, depending on the definition of \( D_i \). All the domains \( D_i \) might be taken equal, for example \( D_i = \mathbb{R} \) or \( D_i = \mathbb{Z} \) in which case (3.1) reduces to optimizing a quadratic function over \( \mathbb{R}^n \), or \( \mathbb{Z}^n \). By setting \( D_i = \{0, 1\} \) we have the unconstrained binary quadratic problem (see Section 2.6), and the mixed-integer formulation of (3.1) is obtained by taking different sets \( D_i \). In this thesis we consider finite sets \( D_i \) of the form \( \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\} \) with \( l_i, u_i \in \mathbb{Z} \).

We begin by describing how to obtain a semidefinite relaxation of Problem (3.1), then we introduce Algorithm Q-MIST. In the successive two sections we formulate the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (3.1) in a matrix form and compute the dual problem, respectively. In the last section we prove strict feasibility of the semidefinite relaxation and its dual.

3.1 Semidefinite relaxation

Semidefinite relaxations for quadratic problems can already be found in an early paper of Lovász in 1979 [59], but it was not until the work of Goemans and Williamson in 1995 [35] that they started to catch a wider interest. For such problems, the basic idea
of a semidefinite relaxation is as follows: given any vector \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), the matrix \( xx^\top \in S_n \) is rank-one, symmetric and positive semidefinite. In particular, also the augmented matrix
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 \\
x
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
1^\top \\
x
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & x^\top \\
x & xx^\top \end{pmatrix} \in S_{n+1}
\]
is positive semidefinite. This simple and well-known fact has been used to produce semidefinite reformulations of various quadratic problems. Essentially, the objective function of Problem (3.1) is linearized by adding one new variable \( x_{ij} \) for each product of variables \( x_i x_j \). With this aim, define the function
\[
\ell : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow S_{n+1} \\
x \mapsto \ell(x) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\
x \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} 1^\top \\
x \end{pmatrix}^	op
\]
and the matrix \( Q \in S_{n+1} \) as
\[
Q = \begin{pmatrix} c & 11^\top \\
11^\top & \tilde{Q} \end{pmatrix}.
\]
The objective function of Problem (3.1) can be written as the inner matrix product
\[
x^\top \hat{Q} x + \hat{r}^\top x + \hat{c} = \langle Q, \ell(x) \rangle,
\]
obtaining a linear function with respect to \( \ell(x) \). Now, in order to solve Problem (3.1), it is needed to investigate the image of the feasible set \( D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n \) under \( \ell \)
\[
\ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n) = \left\{ \begin{pmatrix} 1 & x^\top \\
x & xx^\top \end{pmatrix} : x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n \right\}.
\]
In fact, Problem (3.1) can be written in an equivalent way as
\[
\min \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} \quad X \in \text{conv} \ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n).
\]
With this transformation the complexity of the problem has moved from the objective function to the feasible region. The following theorem, taken from [17], yields a characterization of \( \ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n) \).

**Theorem 3.1.** [17] Let \( X \in S_{n+1} \). Then \( X \in \ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n) \) if and only if

(a) \( (x_0, x_i) \in P(D_i) := \text{conv}\{(u, u^2) | u \in D_i\} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, n \),

(b) \( x_{00} = 1 \),

(c) \( \text{rank}(X) = 1 \), and

(d) \( X \succeq 0 \).

**Proof.** The first implication is easy to see, \( \ell(x) \) satisfies (a)-(d) for any \( x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n \), since
\[
\ell(x) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & x^\top \\
x & xx^\top \end{pmatrix},
\]
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which is a rank-one positive semidefinite matrix with the first entry equal to one and \((x_{0i}, x_{ii}) = (x_i, x_i^2) \in P(D_i)\) for all \(i = 1, \ldots, n\).

For the other direction, let \(X\) be such that (a)-(d) are satisfied. We have to prove that there exists \(x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n\) for which \(X = \ell(x)\). Since \(X \succeq 0\), \(\operatorname{rank}(X) = 1\) and \(x_{00} = 1\), we know that there exists \(x \in \mathbb{R}^n\) that satisfies \(X = \ell(x)\) and \(x_{ii} = x_{ii}^2\). Furthermore, from \((x_{0i}, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i)\) and the strict convexity of \(x_{0i} \mapsto x_{ii}^2\), we get that \(x_{0i} \in D_i\) and thus \(x = (x_{01}, \ldots, x_{0n}) \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n\). \(\square\)

To have a better understanding of \(\ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n)\), let us have a closer look at \(P(D_i)\). By our assumption, the set \(D_i\) is a finite sub-set of \(\mathbb{Z}\). In this case, \(P(D_i)\) is a polytope in \(\mathbb{R}^2\) with \(|D_i|\) many extreme points. It has therefore a representation as the set of solutions of a system of \(|D_i|\) linear inequalities. Figure 3.1 shows two examples where the set \(P(D_i)\) is illustrated for \(D_i = \{0,1\}\) and \(D_i = \{-1, 0, 1\}\). In the first case, the set \(P(D_i)\) is nothing but the straight line joining the two points \((0,0)\) and \((1,1)\). In the second example, \(P(D_i) = \operatorname{conv}\{(−1, 1), (0, 0), (1, 1)\}\) or equivalently the solution set of the following inequality system:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_{ii} &\leq 1 \\
-x_{ii} + x_{0i} &\leq 0 \\
-x_{ii} - x_{0i} &\leq 0
\end{align*}
\]

This intuitive idea is generalized in the following

**Lemma 3.2.** Let \(D_i = \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}\) with \(l_i, u_i \in \mathbb{Z}\) and \(n_i := |D_i| = u_i - l_i + 1\). Then \(P(D_i)\) is completely described by \(n_i - 1\) lower bounding facets

\[-x_{ii} + (j + (j + 1))x_{0i} \leq j(j + 1), \quad j = l_i, l_i + 1, \ldots, u_i - 1,\]

and one upper bounding facet

\[x_{ii} - (l_i + u_i)x_{0i} \leq -l_iu_i.\]

**Proof.** The lower bounding facets are those linking points \((j, j^2)\) and \((j + 1, (j + 1)^2)\) for \(j = l_i, l_i + 1, \ldots, u_i - 1\), while the upper bounding facet links \((l_i, l_i^2)\) and \((u_i, u_i^2)\). \(\square\)
Figure 3.2: For \( D_i = \{-1, 1\} \), the set \( P(D_i) \) is the line linking the points \((-1, 1)\) and \((1, 1)\).

Notice that in case \(|D_i| = 2\), meaning that the variable is binary, there is only one lower bounding facet that together with the upper bounding facet results in a single equation. However, we will not make a case distinction.

In the general case, when \( D_i \subseteq \mathbb{R} \), an infinite number of inequalities may be needed to model the constraint \((x_{0i}, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i)\). However, in [17] an exact separation algorithm has been devised for \( P(D_i) \). Since this thesis is focused on integer sets, this algorithm is not described here.

Notice that the characterization of \( \ell(D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n) \) contains a non-convex constraint: \( \text{rank}(X) = 1 \), whereas the remainder of the problem is convex. This means that a convex relaxation of (3.1) is obtained by dropping the rank-one constraint:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad (x_{0i}, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i) \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \\
& \quad x_{00} = 1 \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The latter problem is a semidefinite program, since the constraints \((x_{0i}, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i)\) can be replaced by the set of linear constraints of Lemma 3.2, it is in fact a generalization of the well-known semidefinite relaxation for the max-cut problem [34], where \( D_i = \{-1, 1\} \), and \( P(D_i) \) is simply given by the equation \( x_{ii} = 1 \), see Figure 3.2. Notice that the set \( \{-1, 1\} \) does not fit formally into the type of sets \( D_i \) we are considering, however, it is well known that the max-cut problem can be reformulated equivalently with \( \{0, 1\}\)-variables, see e.g., [5].

### 3.2 Branch-and-bound algorithm

In this section we describe the Algorithm Q-MIST proposed by Buchheim and Wiegele in [17], it is an SDP-based branch-and-bound algorithm to solve Problem (3.1). It was designed to deal with general closed sub-sets \( D_i \) of \( \mathbb{R} \), and was implemented to use the SDP solver CSDP [11]. At each node of the branch-and-bound-tree, Q-MIST solves a relaxation of type (3.2), then calls an exact separation algorithm to produce additional cutting planes and solves a new SDP problem whenever new cutting plans have been added.

The choice of the branching variable is motivated by the following
Algorithm Q-MIST: Branch-and-bound algorithm for Problem (3.1)

Input: \( \hat{Q} \in S_n, \hat{l} \in \mathbb{R}^n, \hat{c} \in \mathbb{R}, D_i, i = 1, \ldots, n, \epsilon > 0 \)

Output: \( x^* \in \mathbb{R}^n \) s.t. \( \hat{f}(x^*) \) differs at most \( \epsilon \) from optimal value of (3.1)

1. set \( U = \infty \);
2. let \( P \) be (3.2);
3. set \( S = \{ P \} \);
4. while \( S \neq \emptyset \) do
   5. choose \( P \in S \);
   6. let \( S = S \setminus P \);
   7. repeat
      8. solve \( P \) to obtain \( X \);
      9. for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do
         10. if possible, separate \((x_{0i}, x_{ii})\) from \( P(D_i) \);
         11. add generated cutting planes to \( P \);
      until no cutting plane has been generated;
   12. round the fractional point \( \hat{x} := (x_{01}, \ldots, x_{0n}) \) to obtain a feasible solution \( \ell(\hat{x}) \) of \( P \);
   13. if \( \hat{f}(\hat{x}) < U \) then
      14. let \( U = \hat{f}(\hat{x}) \);
      15. let \( x^* = \hat{x} \);
   16. if \( \langle Q, X \rangle < U - \epsilon \) then
      17. find \( i \) maximizing \( x_{ii} - x_{0i}^2 \);
      18. obtain \( P_1 \) from \( P \) by replacing \( D_i \) by \( D_i \cap (-\infty, x_{0i}] \);
      19. obtain \( P_2 \) from \( P \) by replacing \( D_i \) by \( D_i \cap [x_{0i}, \infty) \);
      20. let \( S \cup \{ P_1, P_2 \} \);
Corollary 3.3. [17] Let $X \in S^+_{n+1}$ be such that $x_{00} = 1$ and $x_{ii} = x_{0i}^2$. Then, $(x_{01}, \ldots, x_{0n})$ is a feasible solution of Problem (3.1), for the appropriate sets $D_i$.

Proof. It is known that since $X \in S^+_{n+1}$, the determinant of any principal sub-matrix of $X$ is non-negative (see Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3). Now, consider the determinant of the sub-matrix of $X$ given by the rows and columns 0, $i$ and $j$: we have that $-(x_{ij} - x_{0i}x_{0j})^2 \geq 0$, it follows that $x_{ij} = x_{0i}x_{0j}$. Since, in addition, $x_{ii} = x_{0i}^2$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$, then $X = f(x)$, where $x = (x_{01}, \ldots, x_{0n})$.

From the last corollary it follows that feasibility is guaranteed once $x_{ii} = x_{0i}^2$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$. Based on this fact, in Step 18 of Algorithm Q-MIST (see page 29), the variable $i$ where $x_{ii} = x_{0i}^2$ is most violated is chosen as branching variable. In practice, when we are dealing with continuous variables, this condition will never be reached. The following lemma has been proved.

Lemma 3.4. [17] Let $D_i \subseteq [0, 1]$ for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$ and $x^*$ be an optimal solution of Problem (3.1). Then there exists $\delta > 0$ such that for every optimal solution $X$ of Problem (3.2) with $x_{ii} - x_{0i}^2 \leq \delta$ it follows that $\hat{f}(x^*) - \langle Q, X \rangle \leq \epsilon$.

Moreover, it has been proved that Q-MIST terminates after a finite number of iterations if all $D_i$ are bounded.

Theorem 3.5. [17] Let $D_i$ be bounded. Then for any $\epsilon > 0$, Algorithm Q-MIST terminates in finite time with a feasible solution $x$ that satisfies $\hat{f}(x) \leq \hat{f}^* + \epsilon$, where $\hat{f}^*$ is the optimal value of Problem (3.1).

3.3 Matrix formulation

In this section we introduce some notation to express the constraints of Problem (3.2) using matrices and present some properties of Problem (3.1) that will be needed later in Part III.

The relaxation (3.2) contains the constraint $x_{00} = 1$, this fact is exploited to rewrite the polyhedral description of $P(D_i)$ presented in Lemma 3.2 as

$$(\beta_{ij} - j(j + 1))x_{00} - x_{ii} + (j + (j + 1))x_{0i} \leq \beta_{ij}, \quad j = l_i, l_i + 1, \ldots, u_i - 1 \quad (\beta_{ii}, i, l_i, u_i)x_{00} + x_{ii} - (l_i + u_i)x_{0i} \leq \beta_{ii}$$

for an arbitrary vector $\beta \in \mathbb{R}^m$, with $m = \sum_{i=1}^n n_i$. The introduction of $\beta$ does not change the primal problem (3.2), but it has a strong impact on the dual problem: the dual feasible set and objective function are both affected by $\beta$, as shown below.

The resulting inequalities are written in matrix form in the following way:

$$\langle A_{ij}, X \rangle \leq \beta_{ij}.$$ 

To keep analogy with the facets, for each variable $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, the index $ij$ represents the inequalities corresponding to lower bounding facets $j = l_i, l_i + 1, \ldots, u_i - 1$ and $j = u_i$ corresponds to the upper bounding facet; see Figure 3.3 for an illustration.

It is clear that, since each constraint links only the variables $x_{00}$, $x_{0i}$ and $x_{ii}$, the constraint matrices $A_{ij} \in S_{n+1}$ are very sparse. Indeed, they are zero everywhere
except in the entries 00, i0, 0i and ii. More precisely, in the case of an upper bound constraint we have

\[(A_{ij})_{00} = \beta_{iu_i} + l_iu_i,\]
\[(A_{ij})_{0i} = (A_{ij})_{i0} = -\frac{1}{2}(l_i + u_i),\]
\[(A_{ij})_{ii} = 1,\]

while in the case of a lower bound constraint we have

\[(A_{ij})_{00} = \beta_{ij} - j(j + 1),\]
\[(A_{ij})_{0i} = (A_{ij})_{i0} = j + \frac{1}{2},\]
\[(A_{ij})_{ii} = -1.\]

To be consistent, the constraint \(x_{00} = 1\) is also written in matrix form as \(\langle A_0, X \rangle = 1\), where \(A_0 := e_0e_0^\top \in S_{n+1}\). In summary, Problem (3.2) can now be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \langle A_0, X \rangle = 1 \\
& \quad \langle A_{ij}, X \rangle \leq \beta_{ij} \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The following simple observation is crucial for the algorithm presented in Part III of this thesis.

**Lemma 3.6.** All constraint matrices \(A_{ij}\) have rank one or two. The rank of \(A_{ij}\) is one if and only if

(a) the facet is upper bounding, i.e., \(j = u_i\), and \(\beta_{iu_i} = \frac{1}{4}(l_i - u_i)^2\), or

(b) the facet is lower bounding, i.e., \(j < u_i\), and \(\beta_{ij} = -\frac{1}{4}\).

This property of the constraint matrices will be exploited later when solving the dual problem of (3.3) using a coordinate-wise approach, leading to a computationally cheap update at each iteration and an easy computation of the exact step size.
3.4 Dual problem

In order to derive the dual of Problem (3.3), the linear operator $A: S_{n+1} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ is introduced:

$$A(X) := \left( \langle A_0, X \rangle, \langle A_{ij}, X \rangle, j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \right).$$

Moreover, a dual variable $y_0 \in \mathbb{R}$ is associated with the constraint $\langle A_0, X \rangle = 1$ and a dual variable $y_{ij} \leq 0$ with the constraint $\langle A_{ij}, X \rangle \leq \beta_{ij}$, for all $j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}$ and $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, and $y \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ is defined as

$$y := (y_0, (y_{ij})_{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}}).$$

The adjoint operator to $A$ is obtained as

$$A^\top y = y_0 A_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=l_i}^{u_i} y_{ij} A_{ij},$$

and the dual semidefinite program of Problem (3.3) is

$$\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \langle b, y \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q - A^\top y \succeq 0 \\
& \quad y_0 \in \mathbb{R} \\
& \quad y_{ij} \leq 0 \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, n,
\end{align*}$$

(3.4)

the vector $b \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ being defined as $b_0 = 1$ and $b_{ij} = \beta_{ij}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n, j = l_i, \ldots, u_i$.

We conclude this section by emphasizing some characteristics of any feasible solution of Problem (3.3).

**Lemma 3.7.** Let $X^*$ be a feasible solution of Problem (3.3). For $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, consider the active set

$$\mathcal{A}_i = \{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\} \mid \langle A_{ij}, X^* \rangle = \beta_{ij} \}$$

corresponding to variable $i$. Then

(i) for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $|\mathcal{A}_i| \leq 2$, and

(ii) if $|\mathcal{A}_i| = 2$, then $x^*_{ii} = (x^*_0)^2$ and $x^*_{0i} \in D_i$.

**Proof.** The polytope $P(D_i)$ is two-dimensional with non-degenerate vertices. Due to the way the inequalities $\langle A_{ij}, X \rangle \leq \beta_{ij}$ are defined it is impossible to have more than two inequalities intersecting at one point; see for example Figures 3.1 and 3.3. Therefore, a given point $(x^*_{ii}, x^*_{0i}) \in P(D_i)$ satisfies zero, one, or two inequalities with equality. In the last case, we have $x^*_{ii} = (x^*_0)^2$ by construction, which implies $x^*_{0i} \in D_i$. \qed

For the dual problem (3.4), Lemma 3.7 (i) means that at most $2n + 1$ out of the $m + 1$ variables can be non-zero in an optimal solution. Such a small number of non-zero variables motivates to consider a coordinate-wise optimization method to solve the dual problem (3.4). Moreover, by Lemma 3.7 (ii), if two dual variables corresponding to the same primal variable are non-zero in an optimal dual solution, then this primal variable will obtain an integer feasible value in the optimal primal solution.
3.5 Primal and dual strict feasibility

We prove here that Problem (3.2) and its dual, Problem (3.4), are strictly feasible. From Theorem 2.8 we can thus conclude that strong duality holds and thus both problems attain their optimal solutions.

We need the definitions of the functions bounding $x_{ii}$ in terms of $x_{0i}$, which are given by the upper and the lower bounding facets described in Lemma 3.2:

$$x_i \in [j, j + 1] \mapsto l_i(x_i) := (2j + 1)x_i - j(j + 1)$$

and

$$x_i \in [l_i, u_i] \mapsto u_i(x_i) := (l_i + u_i)x_i - l_iu_i.$$ 

Notice that in case of binary variables, $l_i(x_i) = u_i(x_i)$.

**Theorem 3.8.** Assume in the following that binary variables are modeled by one equation (instead of two inequalities). Problem (3.2) is strictly feasible.

**Proof.** Define $x_0 := 1$ and $x_i := \frac{1}{2}(l_i + u_i)$ and let

$$x_{ij}^0 := \begin{cases} x_ix_j & \text{if } i \neq j \\ \frac{1}{2}(l_i(x_i) + u_i(x_i)) & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

By the Schur complement, Theorem 2.6, $X^0 > 0$ if and only if

$$X^0_{\{1, \ldots, n\}, \{1, \ldots, n\}} - X^0_{\{1, \ldots, n\}, 0}X^0_{0, \{1, \ldots, n\}} > 0.$$ 

The latter matrix is a diagonal matrix with entries $\frac{1}{2}(l_i(x_i) + u_i(x_i)) - x_i^2 > 0$. By construction, it is clear that $X^0$ satisfies all equations (concerning $x_{00}$ and resulting from binary variables) and that it strictly satisfies all inequalities (see Figure 3.4).

**Theorem 3.9.** Problem (3.4) is strictly feasible.
CHAPTER 3. Q-MIST

Proof. If $Q \succ 0$, we have that $y^0 = 0$ is a feasible solution of Problem (3.4). Otherwise, define $a \in \mathbb{R}^n$ by $a_i = (A_{iu_i})_{00}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$. Moreover, define

$$
\tilde{y} := \min \{ \lambda_{\min}(\tilde{Q}) - 1, 0 \},
$$

$$
y_0 := \tilde{c} - \tilde{y} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_{iu_i})_{00} - 1 - (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a),
$$

and $y^0 \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ as

$$
y^0 := \begin{pmatrix} y_0 \\ (y_{ij})_{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \end{pmatrix}, \quad y_{ij} = \begin{cases} \tilde{y}, & j = u_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}
$$

We have $y^0_{ij} \leq 0$ by construction, so it remains to show that $Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y^0 \succ 0$. To this end, first note that

$$
\tilde{c} := \tilde{c} - y_0 - \tilde{y} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_{iu_i})_{00} = 1 + (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a) > 0.
$$

By definition,

$$
Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y^0 = Q - y_0 A_0 - \tilde{y} \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_{iu_i}
$$

$$
= Q - y_0 A_0 - \tilde{y} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_{iu_i})_{00} \begin{pmatrix} a \top \\ I_n \end{pmatrix} \right)
$$

$$
= \begin{pmatrix} \tilde{c} & (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top \\ (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a) & (\tilde{Q} - \tilde{y}I_n) \end{pmatrix},
$$

which by Schur complement and (3.5) is positive definite if

$$
(\tilde{Q} - \tilde{y}I_n) - \frac{1}{\tilde{c}} (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)(\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top > 0.
$$

Denoting $B := (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)(\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top$, we have

$$
\lambda_{\max}(B) = (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a)\top (\frac{1}{2} \tilde{l} - \tilde{y}a) \geq 0
$$

and thus

$$
\lambda_{\min} \left( (\tilde{Q} - \tilde{y}I_n) - \frac{1}{\tilde{c}} B \right) \geq \lambda_{\min}(\tilde{Q} - \tilde{y}I_n) + \frac{1}{\tilde{c}} \lambda_{\min}(-B)
$$

$$
= \lambda_{\min}(\tilde{Q}) - \tilde{y} - \frac{\lambda_{\max}(B)}{1 + \lambda_{\max}(B)} > 0
$$

by definition of $\tilde{y}$. We have found $y^0$ such that $y^0 \leq 0$ and $Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y^0 \succ 0$, we know that there exists $\epsilon > 0$ small enough such that $y^0 - \epsilon \mathbb{1}$ is strictly feasible, i.e., such that $y^0 - \epsilon \mathbb{1} < 0$ and $Q - \mathcal{A}^\top (y^0 - \epsilon \mathbb{1})$.

We can thus formulate the following corollary, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8.

**Corollary 3.10.** Problem (3.2) and its dual, Problem (3.4), both admit optimal solutions and there is no duality gap.
Chapter 4
Coordinate-wise optimization

This chapter is divided into three sections, it begins with a review of the general idea of coordinate descent methods, then we recall the Woodbury formula that is needed in the consecutive section and also later in Part III. The last section describes a specialized primal-barrier coordinate descent algorithm, proposed by Dong [26], designed to solve a semidefinite problem that has a similar structure to Problem (3.4).

4.1 Introduction to coordinate descent methods

Coordinate descent methods are iterative algorithms in which at each iteration one of the coordinates is adjusted in order to optimize the objective function, while the other components are fixed at their values from the current iteration. These simple steps lead to lower-dimensional sub-problems that are thus easier to solve than the full dimensional problem. This method has been used for years in many applications such as image reconstruction [12, 27, 95], machine learning [23, 88, 49, 9], data analysis [4], among others. In general, it is applied to a variety of problems where large or high-dimensional data sets are involved, due to its cheap cost per iteration. In this section we give an overview of the main idea of the algorithm.

We consider the following unconstrained minimization problem

$$\min_x f(x) = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n),$$

where the function $f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is continuous. Further assumptions on the structure of $f$ may be made, leading to different variants of the method and convergence properties. The basic coordinate descent framework for the problem above is shown in Algorithm 2. At each iteration a coordinate of $x$ is adjusted by a certain updated scheme while the other coordinates are held fixed.

The coordinates can be selected in a cyclical manner, namely, $i_0 = 1$, $i_k = [i_{k-1} \mod n] + 1$, $k \in \mathbb{N}$. One could also select the next iterate randomly. If the gradient of $f$ is known, then it is possible to choose the coordinates looking at the gradient, choosing the coordinate corresponding to the component of the gradient with the largest absolute value, this is known as Gauss-Southwell rule.

In relation to the update scheme, one possible approach is to compute $x_{i_k}^{(k)}$ by minimizing the objective function with respect to $x_{i_k}$ while the remaining components
Algorithm 2: Coordinate descent algorithm for Problem (4.1)

1. Set $k = 0$ and initialize $x^{(0)} \in \mathbb{R}^n$;
2. repeat
   3. choose $i_k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$;
   4. update $x^{(k-1)}_{i_k}$ to $x^{(k)}_{i_k}$ by certain scheme;
   5. set $x^{(k)}_i = x^{(k-1)}_i$ for $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \setminus i_k$;
   6. $k \leftarrow k + 1$;
3. until termination condition is satisfied;

are held fixed:
$$x^{(k)}_{i_k} = \arg\min_{x_{i_k}} f(x^{(k-1)}_1, \ldots, x^{(k-1)}_{i_k-1}, x_{i_k}, x^{(k-1)}_{i_k+1}, \ldots, x^{(k-1)}_n).$$

In general, the update schemes are determined according to the structure of the problem to be solved. If, in particular, the objective function $f$ is differentiable, a coordinate-gradient descent scheme can be applied, namely, by adjusting the coordinate $i_k$ as follows
$$x^{(k)}_{i_k} = x^{(k-1)}_{i_k} - \alpha_k \nabla_{i_k} f(x^{(k-1)}),$$
where $\alpha_k$ is the step size which can be computed by line search. This is motivated by the fact that $-\nabla f(x^{(k)})$ is a descent direction.

If $\alpha_k$ is such that the objective function is minimized on the direction $e_{i_k}$, i.e.,
$$f(x^{(k)} + \alpha_k e_{i_k}) = \min_{\alpha > 0} f(x^{(k)} + \alpha e_{i_k}),$$
then such a line search is known as exact line search, and $\alpha_k$ is called optimal step size. Notice that once an exact coordinate optimization is performed on the direction $i_k$, we are guaranteed that in the next iteration $\nabla_{i_k-1} f(x^{(k)}) = 0$. If in addition, the next coordinate is chosen using the Gauss-Southwell rule, we cannot have $i_k = i_{k-1}$.

The different coordinate selection rules and step size computation affect the convergence behavior of the coordinate descent algorithm, depending on the type of problem, and they may exploit the specific problem structure. Standard references for literature about convergence properties of these methods are, e.g., [75, 82, 60, 8]. In the approach presented in Part III, we will apply a coordinate-wise optimization method using the Gauss-Southwell rule and exact line search, where the objective function is continuously differentiable, strictly convex and has bounded level sets. Unfortunately we have not found in the literature convergence results of the iterates generated by this rule.

We present here a theorem taken from [69], for cyclical rule, that ensures convergence of Algorithm 2 assuming that the objective function $f$ is continuously differentiable, strictly quasi-convex and has bounded level sets. Recall that if $f: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, any non-empty set of the form
$$\mathcal{L}_z(f) := \{x \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid f(x) \leq z\},$$
for $z \in \mathbb{R}$, is a (lower) level set of $f$ associated with $z$. If $f$ is a convex function, then all its level sets are convex (see, e.g., [8]).
4.2. THE WOODBURY FORMULA

Theorem 4.1. [69] Assume that \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) is continuously differentiable, strictly quasi-convex and has bounded level sets. Then for any \( x^0 \in \mathbb{R}^n \) the sequence \( x^{(k)} \) generated by Algorithm 2 using the cyclical rule and exact line search is well defined and converges to the unique minimizer of \( f \).

4.2 The Woodbury formula

This section is dedicated to review the Woodbury formula which will be needed later in this chapter and in Part III.

Consider the following linear system of equations
\[
(A + UV)x = b,
\]
where \( A \in M_n \) is non-singular, \( U \in M_{n,p} \) and \( V \in M_{p,n} \). In order to solve this system, we introduce the variable \( y = Vx \) and obtain the following system
\[
Ax + Uy = b
\]
\[
Vx - Iy = 0,
\]
which written in matrix form is
\[
\begin{pmatrix} A & U \\ V & -I \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} b \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}.
\]
Notice that \( A + UV \) becomes the Schur complement of \( -I \) in the matrix
\[
\begin{pmatrix} A & U \\ V & -I \end{pmatrix}
\]
(see Section 2.1). We have that \( x = A^{-1}(b - Uy) \), and substituting this into the equation \( y = Vx \), we obtain
\[
y = (I + VA^{-1}U)VA^{-1}b.
\]
Using this in \( x = A^{-1}(b - Uy) \), we get
\[
x = (A^{-1} - A^{-1}U(I + VA^{-1}U)VA^{-1})b.
\]
Since \( b \) was chosen arbitrarily, we can conclude that
\[
(A + UV)^{-1} = A^{-1} - A^{-1}U(I + VA^{-1}U)^{-1}VA^{-1},
\]
we thus have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 (Woodbury formula). Let \( A \in M_{n,n} \) be a non-singular matrix, \( U \in M_{n,p} \) and \( V \in M_{p,n} \). Then the inverse of the matrix \( A + UV \), if it exists, is
\[
(A + UV)^{-1} = A^{-1} - A^{-1}U(I + VA^{-1}U)^{-1}VA^{-1}. \tag{4.2}
\]

In the special case where \( p = 1 \), i.e., \( U \) is a column vector and \( V \) is a row vector, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3 (Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula). Let $A \in M_{n,n}$ and $u, v \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Then

$$(A + uv^\top)^{-1} = A^{-1} - A^{-1}uv^\top A^{-1} \frac{1}{1 + v^\top A^{-1}u}. \quad (4.3)$$

Equation (4.2) is known as Woodbury formula [40], while (4.3) as Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula. The Woodbury formula shows how to update the inverse of a matrix altered by the addition of a matrix of small rank. Given a non-singular matrix $A$, let $B := A + uv^\top$, where $u, v \in \mathbb{R}^n$. The product $uv^\top$ is a matrix of rank one. If the inverse of $A$ is already known, the Woodbury formula is a shortcut to compute the inverse of $B$. Then, a rank-one change in the matrix $A$ results in a rank-one change in its inverse. In terms of the number of operations needed to compute the inverse of $B$, it means that it can be computed in $O(n^2)$ operations instead of $O(n^3)$, when it is computed from scratch.

The Woodbury formula can be seen as the generalization to a rank $p$ perturbation of $A$. In the following we will refer to both formulae as Woodbury formula, and always mention the rank of the perturbation. The complexity of computing the inverse using the general Woodbury formula is $O(pn^2)$ and $O(p^3)$ operations are needed to compute the inverse of $(I + VA^{-1}U)$. The latter is constant for fixed value of $p$.

4.3 A barrier coordinate minimization approach

In this section we review the main results of a recent paper of Dong [26], which is focused on the generation of convex quadratic relaxations for the same class of problems discussed in Chapter 3:

$$\begin{align*}
\min \quad & x^\top Qx + q^\top x \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n, \quad (4.4)
\end{align*}$$

also here each set $D_i$ is assumed to be a closed and bounded subset of $\mathbb{R}$. Problem (4.4) can be reformulated as the linear program

$$\begin{align*}
\min \quad & v + q^\top x \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & (v, x) \in \mathcal{H}, \quad (4.5)
\end{align*}$$

over the set $\mathcal{H} := \text{conv}\{(v, x) \mid v \geq x^\top Qx, x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n\}$. We begin by studying the convex quadratic valid constraints for $\mathcal{H}$ introduced by Dong in [26], they are basically produced by perturbing the quadratic form $x^\top Qx$ with separable terms. We will see that by adding all possible cutting surfaces of this type, we get a convex relaxation of Problem (4.4) that is equivalent to the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (3.2), described in the previous chapter. Finally, at the end of this section, we concentrate on the method designed to solve the resulting separation problem.

4.3.1 Cutting surfaces from diagonal perturbations

Let us begin by introducing some required notation. We changed a little bit the notation in [26] to keep consistence with the notation introduced of the previous chapter. For each variable $i$, consider the following set

$$S_i := \{(x, x^2) \mid x \in D_i\}.$$
4.3. A BARRIER COORDINATE MINIMIZATION APPROACH

Since \( D_i \) is assumed to be closed and bounded, we can define \( L_i := \min \{ x \mid x \in D_i \} \) and \( R_i := \max \{ x \mid x \in D_i \} \). Additionally, for every set \( S_i \), denote by \( \ell_i(\cdot) \) its lower convex envelop, i.e., \( \ell_i \) is the largest convex function defined on the interval \([L_i, R_i]\), such that \( \ell_i(x) \leq x^2 \) for every \( x \in D_i \), and by \( u_i(\cdot) \) its upper convex envelop, i.e., the smallest concave function on \([L_i, R_i]\), such that \( u_i(x) \geq x^2 \) for every \( x \in D_i \). Observe that in the case of finite sets \( D_i \) considered in the last chapter, \( \ell_i(\cdot) \) and \( u_i(\cdot) \) are defined exactly as in Section 3.5. In the general case, \( D_i \subseteq \mathbb{R} \), as it was mentioned in [17], under some mild conditions, it is possible to fully characterize \( \ell_i(\cdot) \) and \( u_i(\cdot) \). See also Algorithm SepP in [17]. In the notation of the last chapter, we have that \( P(D_i) = \text{conv}(S_i) \).

Even more, the following proposition holds, its proof is clear for finite integer sets, see Figure 3.4.

**Proposition 4.4.** [26] Let \( D_i, S_i, L_i, R_i, \ell_i(\cdot) \) and \( u_i(\cdot) \) be defined as before, then

(i) \( P(D_i) = \text{conv}(S_i) = \{(x, y_i) \mid \ell_i(x_i) \leq y_i \leq u_i(x_i)\} \),

(ii) \( x_i^2 \leq \ell_i(x_i) \leq u_i(x_i) \) for every \( x_i \in [L_i, R_i] \).

We can now formulate the following lemma, that defines a set of convex valid constraints for \( \mathcal{H} \).

**Lemma 4.5.** Let \( d \in \mathbb{R}^n \) be such that \( Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \), and \( x_i \mapsto y_i(x_i) \) some uni-variate function, such that if \( d_i > 0 \), \( y_i(x_i) \) is concave and \( y_i(x_i) \geq x_i^2 \); and if \( d_i < 0 \), \( y_i(x_i) \) is convex and \( y_i(x_i) \leq x_i^2 \), for all \( i = \{1, \ldots, n\} \). Then

\[
v \geq x^\top Q x + \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i(x_i^2 - y_i(x_i)) \tag{4.6}
\]

is a valid convex inequality for \( \mathcal{H} \).

**Proof.** From the way \( d \) and \( y_i \) are defined, we have that \( d_i(x_i^2 - y_i(x_i)) \leq 0 \) for all \( i \), and therefore that (4.6) is a valid inequality. To prove the convexity, observe that

\[
x^\top Q x + \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i(x_i^2 - y_i(x_i)) = x^\top Q x + \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i x_i^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i y_i(x_i)
\]

\[
= x^\top Q x + x^\top \text{diag}(d) x - \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i y_i(x_i)
\]

\[
= x^\top (Q + \text{diag}(d)) x - \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i y_i(x_i).
\]

Since \( Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \), the quadratic form \( x^\top(Q + \text{diag}(d))x \) is convex (see, e.g., [8]), the convexity of \(-d_i y_i(x_i)\) follows by construction. \( \square \)

Notice that since it is desirable to have a perturbation as large as possible, the best choices for \( y_i(x_i) \) are

\[
y_i(x_i) = \begin{cases} 
\ell_i(x_i), & d_i < 0, \\
u_i(x_i), & d_i > 0,
\end{cases}
\]

obtaining in this way \( d_i(x_i^2 - y_i(x_i)) \) as close to zero as possible (without violating convexity). The following inequality is thus a convex valid constraint for \( \mathcal{H} \).
\[ v \geq x^\top Q x + \sum_{i : d_i < 0} d_i (x_i^2 - \ell_i(x_i)) + \sum_{i : d_i > 0} d_i (x_i^2 - u_i(x_i)), \quad (4.7) \]

for any vector \( d \) that satisfies \( Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \). Denote by \( D \) the set of all vectors \( d \in \mathbb{R}^n \) such that \( Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \). A vector \( d \) will be called admissible if \( d \in D \). With all the admissible vectors, we obtain a convex relaxation of Problem (4.4)

\[
\min_{x,v} \quad v + q^\top x
\]
\[ \text{s.t.} \quad v \geq x^\top Q x + \sum_{i : d_i < 0} d_i (x_i^2 - \ell_i(x_i)) + \sum_{i : d_i > 0} d_i (x_i^2 - u_i(x_i)) \quad \forall d \in D \quad (4.8) \]

\[ L_i \leq x_i \leq R_i \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n. \]

Notice that since there is an infinite number of admissible vectors \( d \), the relaxation above is a semi-infinite convex program.

Dong has presented an algorithm to solve Problem (4.8) in an iterative manner, starting with some initial set \( D \) and updating it by adding new violated constraints of type (4.7). We will not explain here the algorithm, instead we will concentrate on the algorithm devised to generate such constraints. But before, we show that Problem (4.8) is in fact equivalent to the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (3.1) described in Chapter 3.

Recall that in [26] the constant part of Problem (3.1) is assumed to be 0. We have that Problem (3.2) can be written as

\[
\min x^\top Q x + q^\top x
\]
\[ \text{s.t.} \quad (x_i, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i) \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \]
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & x^\top \\
x & X
\end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.
\]

Proposition 4.4 (i), implies that the set of constraints \((x_i, x_{ii}) \in P(D_i)\) is equivalent to
\[ \ell_i(x_i) \leq x_{ii} \leq u_i(x_i) \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n, \]

therefore, Problem (4.9) is equivalent to

\[
\min x^\top Q x + q^\top x
\]
\[ \text{s.t.} \quad \ell_i(x_i) \leq x_{ii} \leq u_i(x_i) \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n, \]
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & x^\top \\
x & X
\end{pmatrix} \succeq 0.
\]

**Theorem 4.6.** [26] Let \( \mu_{\text{sdp}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{sicp}} \) denote the optimal values for the semidefinite relaxation (4.9), and the semi-infinite convex problem (4.8), respectively. We have \( \mu_{\text{sdp}} = \mu_{\text{sicp}} \).

**Proof.** From Proposition 4.4 (ii), we know that \( \ell_i(x_i) \leq u_i(x_i) \) implies \( L_i \leq x_i \leq R_i \), and from the Schur complement, Theorem 2.6,
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & x^\top \\
x & X
\end{pmatrix} \succeq 0 \iff X \succeq xx^\top,
\]
we have thus that Problem (4.9) is equivalent to
\[
\min_{x,v} \quad v + q^\top x \\
\text{s.t.} \quad L_i \leq x_i \leq R_i \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \\
v = \min_X \{\langle Q, X \rangle \mid X \succeq xx^\top, \ell_i(x_i) \leq x_{ii} \leq u_i(x_i)\}.
\]

To prove \(\mu_{\text{sdp}} \geq \mu_{\text{scip}}\), we only need to prove that for any \((x, X)\) in the feasible region of Problem (4.9), and any \(d \in \mathcal{D}\), we have
\[
\langle Q, X \rangle \geq x^\top Q x + \sum_{i:d_i<0} d_i(x_i^2 - \ell_i(x_i)) + \sum_{i:d_i>0} d_i(x_i^2 - u_i(x_i)).
\]
The last inequality is equivalent to
\[
\langle Q + \text{diag}(d), X - xx^\top \rangle \geq x^\top Q x + \sum_{i:d_i<0} d_i(x_{ii} - \ell_i(x_i)) + \sum_{i:d_i>0} d_i(x_{ii} - u_i(x_i)) \geq 0,
\]
which is valid since \(x_{ii} = x_i^2\), \(x_{ii} - \ell_i(x_i) \geq 0\), and \(x_{ii} - u_i(x_i) \geq 0\) holds for every \(i\), and \(Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0\) implies \(\langle Q + \text{diag}(d), X - xx^\top \rangle \geq 0\).

To prove the other direction we need to compute the dual of Problem (4.10). Let \(d^*_i \geq 0\) be the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints \(x_{ii} - \ell_i(x_i) \geq 0\) and \(d^-_i \geq 0\) be the ones corresponding to \(u_i(x_i) - x_{ii} \geq 0\). The dual problem is
\[
\max_{d^+,d^- \in \mathbb{R}^n_+} \left\{ \min_{x,X} \langle Q, X \rangle + q^\top x - \sum_i d_i^-(x_i^2 - \ell_i(x_i)) - \sum_i d_i^+(u_i(x_i) - x_{ii}) \right. \\
\text{s.t.} \quad X \succeq xx^\top, \quad L_i \leq x_i \leq R_i \quad \forall x_i
\]
Notice that, unless \(\ell_i(\cdot)\) and \(u_i(\cdot)\) are linear functions (which would imply \(P(D_i)\) has empty interior), one can always find a strictly primal feasible point \((\bar{x}, \bar{X})\) of the last problem. As pointed out in the previous chapter, in the case of binary variables for having strict feasibility, some of the inequality constraints have to be modeled as one equation. Therefore, strong duality holds and the dual optimal value is attained. From Proposition 4.4 (ii), we have that \(u_i(x_i) \geq \ell_i(x_i)\) for all \(x_i \in [L_i, R_i]\). Without loss of generality, assume \(d^*_i = 0\) or \(d^-_i = 0\) but not both, define \(d := d^*_i - d^-_i\). Moreover, assume that \(Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0\), otherwise the inner minimization over \((x, X)\) is unbounded from below. Furthermore, assume \(X - xx^\top = 0\). With all these assumptions, the dual problem is simplified as
\[
\mu_{\text{sdp}} = \max_{d:Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0} \left\{ \min_{x} x^\top (Q + \text{diag}(d)) x + q^\top x - \sum_{i:d_i<0} d_i \ell_i(x_i) - \sum_{i:d_i>0} d_i u_i(x_i) \right\}.
\]
Since the dual optimal value is attained, there exists \(d^*\) such that \(Q + \text{diag}(d^*) \succeq 0\) and
\[
\mu_{\text{sdp}} = \min_{x} x^\top (Q + \text{diag}(d^*)) x + q^\top x - \sum_{i:d^*_i<0} d^*_i \ell_i(x_i) - \sum_{i:d^*_i>0} d^*_i u_i(x_i) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad L_i \leq x_i \leq R_i \quad \forall x_i.
\]
The optimal value of the last problem bounds the value of Problem (4.8) from below, therefore \(\mu_{\text{sdp}} = \mu_{\text{scip}}\). \(\square\)
Let \((\bar{x}, \bar{v})\) be a point in the feasible region of Problem (4.5). Then the separation problem can be formulated as the following convex program

\[
\begin{align*}
\inf & \quad \sum_i g_i(d_i) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \\
& \quad d \in \mathbb{R}^n,
\end{align*}
\]

where the function \(g_i\) is defined as follows

\[
g_i(d) := \begin{cases} 
\alpha_i d_i, & d_i < 0, \\
\gamma_i d_i, & d_i \geq 0,
\end{cases}
\]

with \(\alpha_i := \ell_i(\bar{x}) - \bar{x}_i^2\) and \(\gamma_i = u_i(\bar{x}) - \bar{x}_i^2\).

It is easy to see that \(g_i(d)\) is a convex function, from Proposition 4.4 we have that \(\bar{x}_i^2 \leq \ell_i(\bar{x}) \leq u_i(\bar{x})\), therefore \(0 \leq \ell_i(\bar{x}) - \bar{x}_i^2 \leq u_i(\bar{x}) - \bar{x}_i^2\), i.e., \(0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \gamma_i\). Observe that Problem (4.11) has a similar structure to Problem (3.4). In the latter problem we are optimizing a linear function subject to a semidefinite constraint \(Q - A^\top y \succeq 0\) that contains matrices of rank two and the dual variables are restricted to be non-positive. We are interested in the algorithm proposed in [26] to solve Problem (4.11), which will be described in the following section. We will see that the main ideas of this algorithm can be extended to solve Problem (3.4).

### 4.3.2 A barrier coordinate descent algorithm to solve the separation problem

In this section we describe the algorithm presented by Dong [26] to solve Problem (4.11). The author proposed a primal-barrier coordinate minimization algorithm with exact line search. It solves the log-det form of Problem (4.11):

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_d & \quad f(d; \sigma) := \sum_{i=1}^n g_i(d_i) - \sigma \log \det(Q + \text{diag}(d)) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q + \text{diag}(d) \succ 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where the penalty parameter \(\sigma > 0\) is updated iteratively. The optimality condition for this non-differentiable convex problem is

\[
0 \in \partial f(d), Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0.
\]

The constraint \(Q + \text{diag}(d) \succ 0\) cannot be active, since \(\{d \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid Q + \text{diag}(d) \succ 0\}\) is an open set. The sub-differential of \(f(d; \sigma)\) is

\[
\partial f(d; \sigma) = -\text{Diag}((Q + \text{diag}(d))^{-1}) + \oplus \partial g_i(d_i),
\]

where

\[
\partial g_i(d_i) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_i, & d_i < 0, \\
[\alpha_i, \gamma_i], & d_i = 0, \\
\gamma_i, & d_i \geq 0.
\end{cases}
\]
4.3. A BARRIER COORDINATE MINIMIZATION APPROACH

Let \( \vec{d} \) be a feasible vector. At each iteration of the algorithm, one coordinate of the vector \( \vec{d} \) will be updated and the inverse matrix \( V := (Q + \text{diag}(d))^{-1} \) has to be computed. An important ingredient of the algorithm is the quick update of \( V \), this is done using the Woodbury formula rank one update, see Section 4.2.

The coordinate direction is chosen using the following criterion:

\[
i \in \arg \max_j \{|s(\vec{d})|_j\} \quad (4.12)
\]

where

\[
s(\vec{d}) := \min\{\|u\|_2 \mid u \in \partial f(\vec{d}; \sigma)\}.
\]

Then an exact line search is performed along the chosen coordinate, i.e., the step size \( \Delta d^*_i \) along coordinate \( i \) satisfies

\[
\Delta d^*_i \in \arg \min_{\Delta d_i} \{f(\vec{d} + \Delta d_i e_i; \sigma) \mid Q + \text{diag}(\vec{d} + \Delta d_i e_i) \succ 0\}. \quad (4.13)
\]

One can derive an explicit formula for \( \Delta d^*_i \), by solving this problem. The following lemma gives a lower bound on the step size \( \Delta d^*_i \). The proof is rather technical, see [26] for complete details.

**Lemma 4.7.** [26] Let \( \vec{d} \) be a vector such that \( Q + \text{diag}(\vec{d}) \succ 0 \) and define the matrix \( V := (Q + \text{diag}(\vec{d}))^{-1} \). Then for each \( i \), \( Q + \text{diag}(\vec{d} + \Delta d_i e_i) \succ 0 \) if and only if \( \Delta d_i > \frac{1}{v_{ii}} \).

In order to solve (4.13), we need to compute the sub-differential of the function \( f(\vec{d} + \Delta d_i e_i; \sigma) \) at each coordinate \( i \). We obtain

\[
\partial f(\vec{d} + \Delta d_i e_i; \sigma) = \partial_i g_i(\vec{d}_i + \Delta d_i) - \left((Q + \text{diag}(d) + \Delta d_i e_i e_i^\top)^{-1}\right)_{ii},
\]

where

\[
\partial_i g_i(\vec{d}_i + \Delta d_i) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha_i, & \Delta d_i < -\vec{d}_i, \\
[\alpha_i, \gamma_i], & \Delta d_i = -\vec{d}_i, \\
\gamma_i, & \Delta d_i > -\vec{d}_i.
\end{cases} \quad (4.14)
\]

The inverse of the matrix \( (Q + \text{diag}(d) + \Delta d_i e_i e_i^\top) \) is computed with the Woodbury formula (4.3):

\[
(Q + \text{diag}(d) + \Delta d_i e_i e_i^\top)^{-1} = (V^{-1} + \Delta d_i e_i e_i^\top)^{-1} = V - \frac{\Delta d_i (V e_i)(V e_i)^\top}{1 + \Delta d_i e_i^\top V e_i} = V - \frac{\Delta d_i v_{ii}^2}{1 + \Delta d_i v_{ii}}.
\]

Therefore, we have that

\[
\sigma \left((Q + \text{diag}(d) + \Delta d_i e_i e_i^\top)^{-1}\right)_{ii} = \sigma \left(V - \frac{\Delta d_i v_{ii}^2}{1 + \Delta d_i v_{ii}}\right)_{ii}. \quad (4.15)
\]

Finally, the solution of (4.13) is obtained by intersecting the non-linear curve (4.15) and the piecewise linear curve (4.14) with the constraint \( \Delta d_i > -\frac{1}{v_{ii}} \) from Lemma 4.7.

Once the step size is computed, at each iteration the following updates are performed:

\[
\vec{d} \leftarrow \vec{d} + \Delta d^*_i e_i,
\]
Algorithm 3: Barrier coordinate descent algorithm for Problem (4.11)

**Input:** \( Q \in S_n, \sigma > 0, d \in \mathbb{R}^n \) s.t. \( Q + \text{diag}(d) \succeq 0 \)

**Output:** A feasible \( \bar{d} \) solving approximately Problem (4.11)

1. Compute \( V^{(0)} \leftarrow (Q + \text{diag}(\bar{d}))^{-1} \);
2. for \( k \leftarrow 0 \) until max-iterations do
   3. Choose a coordinate direction \( e_i \) according to (4.12);
   4. Update \( \bar{d}_i \leftarrow \bar{d}_i + \Delta d_i^* \), where \( \Delta d_i \) solves (4.13);
   5. Update \( V \) using the Woodbury formula;
   6. Update \( \sigma \) using some update rule;
   7. Terminate if some stopping criterion is met;

\[
V \leftarrow V - \frac{\Delta d_i^* v_i v_i^\top}{1 + \Delta d_i^* v_i v_i^\top},
\]

where \( v_i \) is the \( i \)th column of the previous matrix \( V \). The algorithm proposed by Dong to solve Problem (4.11) is summarized in Algorithm 3. At each step of Algorithm 3, as explained in Section 4.2, the most expensive task is the update of matrix \( V \), which is done in \( O(n^2) \).
Part III

The new approach
Chapter 5

A coordinate ascent method

The following chapters contain the main contribution of our research. We will use the elements described in Part II as follows: we propose to solve Problem (3.1) based on the branch-and-bound framework Q-MIST described in Chapter 3 and an extension of the coordinate-wise algorithm of Section 4.3.2.

Our approach tries to exploit the specific structure of Problem (3.1), namely a small total number of (active) constraints and low rank constraint matrices that appear in the semidefinite relaxation. We exploit this special structure by solving the dual problem (3.4) by coordinate-wise optimization methods, in order to obtain fast lower bounds to be used inside the branch-and-bound framework Q-MIST. Our approach is motivated by Algorithm 3 proposed by Dong [26], which was recalled in Section 4.3. As it was already mentioned, Problem (3.1) is reformulated as a convex quadratically constrained problem, then convex relaxations are produced via a cutting surface procedure based on diagonal perturbations. The separation problem turns out to be a semidefinite problem with convex non-smooth objective function, and it is solved by a primal barrier coordinate minimization algorithm with exact line search.

As can be seen, the dual problem (3.4) has a similar structure to the semidefinite problem (4.11), therefore similar ideas can be applied to solve it. Observe that however Problem (3.4) is more general, it contains more general constraints with matrices of rank two (instead of one) and most of our variables are constrained to be non-positive. Another difference is that we deal with an exponentially large number of constraints, out of which only a few are non-zero however. On the other hand, our objective function is linear, instead of scalar which is the case for Problem (4.11).

As a first step, we introduce a penalty term in the objective function of Problem (3.4) to model the semidefinite constraint $Q - A^T y \succeq 0$. We obtain

$$\max \ f(y; \sigma) := \langle b, y \rangle + \sigma \log \det(Q - A^T y)$$

subject to

$$Q - A^T y > 0$$

$$y_0 \in \mathbb{R}$$

$$y_{ij} \leq 0 \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, n$$

for $\sigma > 0$. The penalty term will tend to minus infinity if an eigenvalue of $(Q - A^T y)$ tends to zero, in other words, if $(Q - A^T y)$ approaches the boundary of the semidefinite cone (see Section 2.4). Therefore the role of the penalty term is to prevent that dual variables will leave the set \{ $y \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1} \mid Q - A^T y \succ 0$ $\}$. We do not introduce a
penalization to model the non-negativity constraints $y_{ij} \leq 0$. We will see later that we can handle these constraints separately in an efficient way.

Observe that $f$ is strictly concave, indeed it is a sum of a linear function and the log det function, which is a strictly concave function on the positive definite cone (see e.g., [43]). In the next theorem we will prove that the level sets of $f$ are bounded. We recall the definition of upper level sets, in this case for the maximization problem (5.1):

$$\mathcal{L}_f(z) := \{y_0 \in \mathbb{R}^m | y_{ij} \leq 0 \mid Q - A^\top y \succ 0, f(y; \sigma) \geq z\}.$$  

**Theorem 5.1.** For all $\sigma > 0$, all level sets of the objective function of Problem (5.1) are bounded.

**Proof.** We will need to prove some intermediate steps. We define the following set

$$\mathcal{N} := \{y \in \mathbb{R}^m | y_{ij} \leq 0\}.$$

We first prove that for all $y \in \mathcal{N} \setminus \{0\}$ such that $A^\top y = 0$, it holds that $\langle b, y \rangle \neq 0$. For this, assume that there exists $y \in \mathcal{N}$ such that $A^\top y = 0$ and $\langle b, y \rangle = 0$. We have thus that there exist $i' \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $j' \in \{l_{i'}, \ldots, u_{i'}\}$ such that

$$A_{i'j'} = \delta_0 A_0 + \sum_{ij \neq i'j'} \delta_{ij} A_{ij} \text{ and } b_{i'j'} = \delta_0 b_0 + \sum_{ij \neq i'j'} \delta_{ij} b_{ij}$$

with $\delta_0 \in \mathbb{R}$ and $\delta_{ij} \leq 0$.

By Theorem 3.8, we know that there exists a strictly feasible solution $X^0 \succ 0$ of Problem (3.3), for which

$$\langle A_0, X^0 \rangle = b_0 \text{ and } \langle A_{ij}, X^0 \rangle < b_{ij} \forall ij.$$

Thus

$$b_{i'j'} > \langle A_{i'j'}, X^0 \rangle = \delta_0 \langle A_0, X^0 \rangle + \sum_{ij \neq i'j'} \delta_{ij} \langle A_{ij}, X^0 \rangle \geq \delta_0 b_0 + \sum_{ij \neq i'j'} \delta_{ij} b_{ij} = b_{i'j'},$$

but this is a contradiction.

Secondly, observe that for all $y \in \mathcal{N}$, it holds that

$$\langle Q, X^0 \rangle - \langle y, b \rangle \geq \langle Q, X^0 \rangle - \langle y, A(X^0) \rangle$$

$$= \langle Q, X^0 \rangle - \langle A^\top y, X^0 \rangle$$

$$= \langle Q - A^\top y, X^0 \rangle$$

$$\geq \lambda_{\max}(Q - A^\top y) \lambda_{\min}(X^0).$$

The last inequality follows by Lemma 1.2.4 in [43]. We have that $\lambda_{\min}(X^0) > 0$ since $X^0 \succ 0$. Thus

$$\lambda_{\max}(Q - A^\top y) \leq \frac{1}{\lambda_{\min}(X^0)}(\langle Q, X^0 \rangle - \langle b, y \rangle). \quad (5.2)$$

Since the level sets $\mathcal{L}_f(z)$ are convex and closed, in order to prove that they are bounded, it is enough to prove that they do not contain an unbounded ray. We will
prove thus that for all feasible solutions $\bar{y}$ of Problem (5.1), and all $y \in \mathcal{N} \setminus \{0\}$ there exists $s$ such that $f(\bar{y} + sy; \sigma) < z$ for all $z \in \mathbb{R}$.

First, consider the case when $\mathcal{A}^\top y = 0$, then

$$f(\bar{y} + sy; \sigma) = \langle b, \bar{y} \rangle + s \langle b, y \rangle + \sigma \log \det(Q)$$

and $\langle b, y \rangle \neq 0$ as argued above. Now, take the limit when $s \to \infty$ of $f(\bar{y} + sy; \sigma)$: if $\langle b, y \rangle > 0$, then $f(\bar{y} + sy; \sigma) \to \infty$, but this contradicts primal feasibility. If, instead $\langle b, y \rangle < 0$, then $f(\bar{y} + sy; \sigma) \to -\infty$.

On the other hand, if $\mathcal{A}^\top y \neq 0$, we have that either

$$\lambda_{\min}(Q - \mathcal{A}^\top \bar{y} - s^* \mathcal{A}^\top y) = 0$$

for some $s^* > 0$, and hence

$$\lim_{s \to s^*} \log \det(Q - \mathcal{A}^\top \bar{y} - s \mathcal{A}^\top y) = -\infty,$$

or

$$\lim_{s \to \infty} \lambda_{\max}(Q - \mathcal{A}^\top \bar{y} - s \mathcal{A}^\top y) = \infty,$$

and from (5.2) it follows that $\langle b, \bar{y} + sy \rangle$ must tend to $-\infty$ when $s \to \infty$. In the second case, observe that $p(s) := \det(Q - \mathcal{A}^\top \bar{y} - s \mathcal{A}^\top y)$ is a polynomial in $s$, and denote $h(s) := \langle b, \bar{y} + sy \rangle = \langle b, \bar{y} \rangle + (b, y) s$. We have that

$$\lim_{s \to \infty} \frac{\log p(s)}{h(s)} = \lim_{s \to \infty} \frac{\frac{p(s)}{p(s)}}{\langle b, y \rangle} = \lim_{s \to \infty} \frac{p'(s)}{(b, y) p(s)} = 0.$$

This means that $h(s)$ dominates $\log p(s)$ when $s \to \infty$. Thus $f(\bar{y} + sy) \to -\infty$. \hfill $\square$

Recall that from Theorem 4.1 the boundedness of the lower level sets and the strict convexity of the function guarantee the convergence of a coordinate descent method, when using the cyclical rule to select the coordinate direction and exact line search to compute the step length. Therefore in the case of maximizing a strictly concave function with bounded upper level sets a coordinate ascent algorithm with cyclical rule and exact line search will converge to its unique maximizer. Due to the structure of our problem, we consider that applying the Gauss-Southwell rule to choose the coordinate direction, will most likely converge as well. Below we describe a general algorithm to solve Problem (5.1) in a coordinate-wise maximization manner.

Outline of a barrier coordinate ascent algorithm for Problem (3.4)

1: **Starting point:** choose $\sigma > 0$ and any feasible solution $y$ of (3.4).
2: **Direction:** choose a coordinate direction $e_{ij}$.
3: **Step size:** using exact line search, determine the step length $s$.
4: **Move along chosen coordinate:** $y \leftarrow y + se_{ij}$.
5: **Decrease** the penalty parameter $\sigma$.
6: **Go to (2),** unless some stopping criterion is satisfied.

In the following sections, we will explain each step of this algorithm in detail. We propose to choose the ascent direction based on a coordinate-gradient scheme, similar to [26]. We thus need to compute the gradient of the objective function of Problem (5.1). See, e.g., [43] for more details on how to compute the gradient. We have that

$$\nabla_y f(y; \sigma) = b - \sigma \mathcal{A}((Q - \mathcal{A}^\top y)^{-1}).$$
For the following, we denote

\[ W := (Q - A^\top y)^{-1}, \]

so that

\[ \nabla_y f(y; \sigma) = b - \sigma A(W). \quad (5.3) \]

We will see that, due to the particular structure of the gradient of the objective function, the search of the ascent direction reduces to considering only a few possible candidates among the exponentially many directions. In the chosen direction, we solve a one-dimensional minimization problem to determine the step size. It turns out that this problem has a closed form solution. Each iteration of the algorithm involves the update of the vector of dual variables and the computation of the inverse of an \((n + 1) \times (n + 1)\)-matrix, which only changes by a factor of one constraint matrix when changing the value of the dual variable. We will see later that, thanks to the Woodbury formula and to the fact that our constraint matrices are rank-two matrices, the inverse of the matrix \(W\) can be easily computed, the updates at each iteration of the algorithm can be performed in \(O(n^2)\) time, which is crucial for the performance of the algorithm proposed. We will see that the special structure of Problem (3.1) can be exploited even more, considering the fact that the constraint matrix associated with the dual variable \(y_0\) has rank-one, and that every linear combination with another linear constraint matrix still has rank at most two. This suggests that we can perform a plane-search rather than a line search, and simultaneously update two dual variables and still recompute the inverse matrix in \(O(n^2)\) time. Thus, the main ingredient of our algorithm is the computationally cheap update at each iteration and an easy computation of the optimal step size.

This chapter is organized as follows. We conclude this section, describing the choice of a feasible starting point. In the next two sections, we describe in detail how to choose the coordinate ascent direction and the computation of the step size. A general overview of the coordinate ascent algorithm is given in Section 5.3. Later, in Section 5.4, the general approach is extended by exploiting the fact that \(y_0\) does not have a non-positivity constraint and the properties of \(A_0\). In the last section, we propose an algorithm to compute the primal solution using the dual variables information.

In case of [26], the choice of the starting point was more intuitive. The simple form of the semidefinite constraint allowed to easily decide how far from the boundary of the positive semidefinite cone to start the iterative procedure. In our case, the situation is more complex, so we propose the following choice for a feasible starting point, that seems to perform well in practice.

If \(Q \succ 0\), we can safely choose \(y^{(0)} = 0\) as starting point. Otherwise, \(y^{(0)}\) can be taken as \(y^0\) defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.9. Recall that the computation of \(y^0\) is based on the Schur complement and some properties of positive semidefinite matrices (see Section 2.1). The idea is quite intuitive, it involves however the computation of the smallest eigenvalue of \(\hat{Q}\). We will see later that this, together with the computation of the inverse of \(Q - A^\top y^{(0)}\), are the most expensive tasks in our algorithm, in fact it requires \(O(n^3)\) time.
5.1 Choice of an ascent direction

We improve the objective function coordinate-wise: at each iteration \( k \) of the algorithm, we choose an ascent direction \( e_{ij(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1} \) where \( ij(k) \) is a coordinate of the gradient with maximum absolute value

\[
ij(k) \in \arg \max_{ij} |\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij}|. \tag{5.4}
\]

However, moving a coordinate \( ij \) to a positive direction is allowed only if \( y_{ij} < 0 \), so that the coordinate \( ij(k) \) in (5.4) has to be chosen among those satisfying either

\[\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad y_{ij} < 0\]

or

\[\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} < 0.\]

The entries of the gradient depend on the type of inequality. By (5.3), we have

\[
\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} = \beta_{ij} - \sigma (W, A)_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\beta_{ij} - \sigma (\beta_{ij} - j(j+1)w_{00} + (2j+1)w_{0i} - w_{ii}) & j = l, \ldots, u - 1, \\
\beta_{iu} - \sigma (\beta_{iu} + l_iu_i)w_{00} - (l_i + u_i)w_{0i} + w_{ii} & j = u.
\end{cases}
\]

The number of lower bounding facets for a single primal variable \( i \) is \( u_i - l_i \), which is not polynomial in the input size from a theoretical point of view. From a practical point of view, a large domain \( D_i \) may slow down the coordinate selection if all potential coordinates have to be evaluated explicitly.

However, the regular structure of the gradient entries corresponding to lower bounding facets for variable \( i \) allows to limit the search to at most three candidates per variable. To this end, we define the function

\[
\varphi_i : [l_i, u_i - 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \\
\beta_{ij} - \sigma (\beta_{ij} - j(j+1)w_{00} + (2j+1)w_{0i} - w_{ii}) \quad \text{for} \quad j = l_i, \ldots, u_i - 1.
\]

Our task is then to find a minimizer of \(|\varphi_i|\) over \( \{l_i, \ldots, u_i - 1\} \). As \( \varphi_i \) is a uni-variate quadratic function, we can restrict our search to at most three candidates, namely the bounds \( l_i \) and \( u_i - 1 \) and the rounded global minimizer of \( \varphi_i \), if it belongs to \( l_i, \ldots, u_i - 1 \); the latter is

\[
\left\lceil \frac{w_{00}}{w_{00} - 1/2} \right\rceil.
\]

In summary, taking into account also the upper bounding facets and the coordinate zero, we need to test at most \( 1 + 4n \) candidates in order to solve (5.4), independent of the sets \( D_i \).

5.2 Computation of the step size

We compute the step size \( s^{(k)} \) by exact line search in the chosen direction. For this we need to solve the following one-dimensional maximization problem

\[
s^{(k)} = \arg \max_s \{ f(y^{(k)} + se_{ij(k)}; \sigma) \mid Q - \mathcal{A}^\top(y^{(k)} + se_{ij(k)}) \succ 0, s \leq -y_{ij(k)} \}, \tag{5.5}
\]
unless the chosen coordinate is zero, in which case the upper bound on s is dropped. Note that the function

\[ s \mapsto f(y^{(k)} + se_{ij(k)}; \sigma) \]

is strictly concave on \( \{s \in \mathbb{R} | Q - A^\top (y^{(k)} + se_{ij(k)}) > 0\} \). By the first order optimality conditions, we thus need to find an \( s^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R} \) satisfying the semidefinite constraint \( Q - A^\top (y^{(k)} + s^{(k)}e_{ij(k)}) > 0 \) such that either

\[ \nabla_s f(y^{(k)} + s^{(k)}e_{ij(k)}; \sigma) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad y_{ij(k)} + s^{(k)} \leq 0 \]

or

\[ \nabla_s f(y^{(k)} + s^{(k)}e_{ij(k)}; \sigma) > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad s^{(k)} = -y_{ij(k)}^{(k)}. \]

In order to simplify the notation, we omit the index \( (k) \) in the following. From the definition, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma) &= \langle b, y \rangle + s \langle b, e_{ij} \rangle + \sigma \log \det(Q - A^\top y - sA^\top e_{ij}) \\
&= \langle b, y \rangle + \beta_{ij} s + \sigma \log \det(W^{-1} - sA_{ij}).
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the gradient is

\[
\nabla_s f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma) = \beta_{ij} - \sigma \langle A_{ij}, (W^{-1} - sA_{ij})^{-1} \rangle. \tag{5.6}
\]

The next lemma states that if the coordinate direction is chosen as explained in the previous section, and the gradient (5.6) has at least one root in the right direction of the line search, then there exists always a feasible step length.

**Lemma 5.2.**

(i) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \) and \( y_{ij} < 0 \). If there exists \( s \geq 0 \) for which \( \nabla_s f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), then for the smallest positive \( s^+ \) with \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+ e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), one of the following holds:

(a) \( y + s^+ e_{ij} \) is dual feasible

(b) \( s^+ > -y_{ij}, \ y - y_{ij} e_{ij} \) is dual feasible, and \( \nabla_s f(y - y_{ij} e_{ij}; \sigma) > 0 \).

(ii) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} < 0 \). If there exists \( s \leq 0 \) for which \( \nabla_s f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), then for the biggest negative \( s^- \) with \( \nabla_s f(y + s^- e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \) it holds that \( y + s^- e_{ij} \) is dual feasible.

**Proof.** We prove (i), the proof of (ii) follows analogous ideas. Let \( y \) be a feasible point of Problem (5.1) and \( ij \) such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \) and \( y_{ij} < 0 \). Choose the smallest positive \( s^+ \) with \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+ e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \) and assume that (a) is false, we then have to show that (b) holds.

If (a) is false, then \( y + s^+ e_{ij} \) is not dual feasible, this means that either \( Q - A^\top (y + s^+ e_{ij}) \) is not positive definite or \( s^+ \geq -y_{ij} \).

In the first case, there must exist some \( 0 < s' \leq s^+ \) with \( f(s, \sigma) \rightarrow -\infty \) for \( s \rightarrow s' \). From the continuous differentiability of \( f(s, \sigma) \) on the feasible region and since \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \), there exists \( 0 \leq s'' \leq s' \) with \( \nabla_s f(y + s'' e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), in contradiction to the minimality of \( s^+ \).

In the second case, by the same reasoning, we may assume that \( y + se_{ij} \) is dual feasible for all \( 0 \leq s \leq s^+ \). If there is no \( s' \in [0, s^+] \) with \( \nabla_s f(y + s' e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), we must have \( \nabla_s f(y + s' e_{ij}; \sigma) > 0 \) for all \( s' \in [0, s^+] \), again by continuous differentiability and \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \). \( \square \)
5.2. COMPUTATION OF THE STEP SIZE

\[ y_{ij} + s^+ \]

\[ y_{ij} + s^- \]

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the existence of an optimal step size \( s^+ \), Theorem 5.3 (i)

If in addition we exploit that the level sets of the function are bounded, as shown by Theorem 5.1, then we can derive the following theorem:

**Theorem 5.3.**

(i) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma_{ij}) > 0 \) and \( y_{ij} < 0 \). Then the gradient (5.6) has at least one positive root, and for the smallest positive root \( s^+ \), either \( y + s^+ e_{ij} \) is dual feasible and \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+ e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), or \( y_{ij} + s^+ > 0 \) and \( \nabla_s f(y - y_{ij} e_{ij}; \sigma) > 0 \).

(ii) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma_{ij}) < 0 \). Then the gradient (5.6) has at least one negative root, and for the biggest negative root \( s^- \), \( y + s^- e_{ij} \) is dual feasible and \( \nabla_s f(y + s^- e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \).

**Proof.** We prove (i), the proof of (ii) follows analogous ideas. Let \( y \) a feasible point of Problem (5.1) and \( ij \) such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma_{ij}) > 0 \) and \( y_{ij} < 0 \).

From Theorem 5.1, we know that \( \mathcal{L}_f(z) \), the level set of \( f \) at \( z := f(y) \), is bounded. Thus, when moving in the positive direction of the gradient from \( y \) to \( y + se_{ij} \), at some point either the value of the function \( f \) at \( y + se_{ij} \) will be equal to \( f(y) \), or \( y_{ij} + s > 0 \).

In the first case, from continuous differentiability of the function \( s \mapsto f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma) \), and using \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_{ij} > 0 \), we have that there exists \( s^+ \leq -y_{ij} \) such that \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+ e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \). By Lemma 5.2, the smallest \( s^+ \) is feasible (which also directly follows from \( y + s^+ e_{ij} \in \mathcal{L}_f(z) \)).

Otherwise, if \( y_{ij} + s > 0 \), choose \( s^+ = -y_{ij} \) and assume that \( \nabla_s f(y - y_{ij} e_{ij}; \sigma) \leq 0 \). This means that there was a point where the gradient changed its direction and thus, from the same arguments as before, there must be \( s^* \leq s^+ \) such that \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+ e_{ij}; \sigma) = 0 \), but this is a contradiction. Therefore the gradient of \( f \) at \( y + s^+ e_{ij} \) remains non-negative. See Figure 5.1 for an illustration.

Observe that the computation of the gradient requires to compute the inverse of \( W^{-1} - sA_{ij} \), it is worth mentioning that this is the crucial task since it is a matrix of order \( n+1 \). Notice however that \( W^{-1} \) is changed by a rank-one or rank-two matrix \( sA_{ij} \); see Lemma 3.6. Therefore, we will compute the inverse matrix \((W^{-1} - sA_{ij})^{-1}\) using the Woodbury formula for the rank-one or rank-two update, see Section 4.2.
More precisely, each constraint matrix $A_{ij}$ can be factored as follows:

$$A_{ij} = E_{ij}IC_{ij},$$

where $E_{ij} \in M_{n+1}$ is defined by $E_{ij} := (e_0, e_i)$, $e_0, e_i \in \mathbb{R}^{n+1}$, $C_{ij} \in M_{2,n+1}$ is defined by $C := (A_{ij})_{\{0,i\}, \{0,\ldots,n\}}$, and $I$ is the $2 \times 2$-identity matrix. By the Woodbury formula (4.2),

$$(W^{-1} - sA_{ij})^{-1} = (W^{-1} - sE_{ij}IC_{ij})^{-1} = W + WE_{ij}(\frac{1}{s}I - C_{ij}WE_{ij})^{-1}C_{ij}W. \quad (5.7)$$

Notice that the matrix $\frac{1}{s}I - C_{ij}WE_{ij}$ is a $2 \times 2$-matrix, so its inverse can be easily computed even as a closed formula.

On the other hand, from Lemma 3.6, we know under which conditions a constraint matrix $A_{ij}$ has rank-one. In that case, we obtain the following factorization:

$$A_{ij} = (A_{ij})_{ii}vv^\top, \quad (5.8)$$

where $v := (A_{ij})_{ii}e_0 + (A_{ij})_{ii}e_i$. The inverse of $(W^{-1} - sA_{ij})$ is then computed using the Woodbury formula for rank-one update (4.3),

$$(W^{-1} - sA_{ij})^{-1} = (W^{-1} - s(A_{ij})_{ii}vv^\top)^{-1} = W + \frac{(A_{ij})_{ii}s}{1 - (A_{ij})_{ii}sv^\top Wv}Wvv^\top W. \quad (5.9)$$

Now, we need to find the value of $s$ that makes the gradient in (5.6) zero, this requires to solve the following equation

$$\beta_{ij} - \sigma \langle A_{ij}, (W^{-1} - sA_{ij})^{-1} \rangle = 0.$$

In order to solve this equation, we distinguish two possible cases, depending on the rank of the constraint matrix of the chosen coordinate. We use the factorizations of the matrix $A_{ij}$ explained above.

**Rank-two.** By replacing the inverse matrix (5.7) in the gradient (5.6) and setting it to zero, we obtain

$$\beta_{ij} - \sigma \langle A_{ij}, W \rangle - \sigma \langle A_{ij}, WE_{ij}((\frac{1}{s}I + C_{ij}WE_{ij})^{-1}C_{ij}W) \rangle = 0.$$

Due to the sparsity of the constraint matrices $A_{ij}$, the inner matrix product is simplified a lot, in fact we have to compute only the entries $00$, $\bar{0}i$, $0\bar{i}$ and $ii$ of the matrix product $WE_{ij}((\frac{1}{s}I + C_{ij}WE_{ij})^{-1}C_{ij}W$. We obtain a rational equation on $s$ of degree two, namely

$$\frac{\beta_{ij}\alpha_1 ws^2 + (2\sigma\alpha_1 w - \alpha_2\beta_{ij})s + \beta_{ij} - \sigma\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 ws^2 - \alpha_2 s + 1} = 0,$$

where

$$\alpha_1 := (A_{ij})_{00}(A_{ij})_{ii} - (A_{ij})_{0i}^2, \quad \alpha_2 := (A_{ij})_{0w00} + 2(A_{ij})_{0w0i} + (A_{ij})_{ii}w_{ii}, \quad w := w_{0i}w_{ii} - w_{0i}^2.$$
5.2. COMPUTATION OF THE STEP SIZE

Theorem 5.3 shows that, since $s \mapsto f(y + se_{ij}; \sigma)$ is continuously differentiable on the level sets, the denominator of the latter equation cannot become zero before finding a point where the gradient is zero. Therefore, the step size $s$ is obtained setting the numerator to zero, and using the quadratic formula for the roots of the general quadratic equation:

$$s = \frac{-2\sigma \alpha_1 w + \alpha_2 \beta_{ij} \pm \sqrt{(2\sigma \alpha_1 w - \alpha_2 \beta_{ij})^2 - 4\beta_{ij} \alpha_1 w (\beta_{ij} - \sigma \alpha_2)}}{2 \beta_{ij} \alpha_1 w}.$$

Then, according to Theorem 5.3 we will need to take the smallest/biggest $s$ on the right direction of the chosen coordinate.

**Rank-one.** In case the rank of $A_{ij}$ is one, the computations can be simplified. We proceed as before, replacing (5.9) in the gradient (5.6) and setting it to zero:

$$\beta_{ij} - \sigma \left( (A_{ij})_{ii}vv^\top, W + \frac{(A_{ij})_{ii}s}{1 - (A_{ij})_{ii}s} Wvv^\top W \right) = 0.$$

Denote $t := \langle vv^\top, W \rangle = v^\top Wv = v_0^2 w_{00} + 2v_0 v_i w_{0i} + v_i^2 w_{ii}$, then $\langle vv^\top, Wvv^\top W \rangle = (v^\top Wv)^2 = t^2$. Replacing this in the last equation yields

$$\beta_{ij} - \sigma (A_{ij})_{ii} t - \sigma t^2 \frac{(A_{ij})_{ii}^2 s}{1 - (A_{ij})_{ii}ts} = 0.$$

The last expression turns out to be a rational equation linear in $s$, and the step size is

$$s = \frac{1}{(A_{ij})_{ii} t} - \frac{\sigma}{\beta_{ij}}.$$

Notice that $s \neq \frac{1}{(A_{ij})_{ii} t}$ and hence the denominator in (5.10) is different from zero. We have to point out that the zero coordinate can also be chosen as ascent direction, in that case the gradient is

$$\nabla_s f(y + se_0; \sigma) = 1 - \sigma \langle A_0, (W^{-1} - sA_0)^{-1} \rangle.$$

As before, the inverse of $W^{-1} - sA_0$ is computed using the Woodbury formula for rank-one update

$$(W^{-1} - sA_0)^{-1} = (W^{-1} - s e_0 e_0^\top)^{-1} = W + \frac{s}{1 - sw_{00}} (We_0)(We_0)^\top.$$

The computation of the step size becomes simpler, we just need to find a solution of the linear equation

$$1 - \sigma \langle A_0, (W^{-1} - sA_0)^{-1} \rangle = 0.$$

Solving the last equation, the step size is

$$s = \frac{1}{w_{00} - \sigma}.$$

A similar formula for the step size is obtained for other cases when the constraint matrix $A_{ij}$ has rank-one and corresponds to an upper facet such that $l_i = -u_i$. Since
in this case \((A_{ij})_{00} = (A_{ij})_{0i} = 0\) and \((A_{ij})_{ii} = 1\), the factorization of \(A_{ij}\) in (5.8) reduces to

\[ A_{ij} = e_i e_i^\top, \]

and \(t = w_{ii}\). Thus, the step is:

\[ s = \frac{1}{w_{ii}} - \frac{\sigma}{\beta_{ij}}. \]

With the step size \(s^{(k)}\) determined, we use the following formulae for a fast update, again making use of the Woodbury formula:

\[
y^{(k+1)} = y^{(k)} + (A_{ij})_{ii}s^{(k)} e_i^{(k)} W^{(k)},
\]

\[
W^{(k+1)} = W^{(k)} + (A_{ij})_{ii}s^{(k)} (W^{(k)} e_i^{(k)})(W^{(k)} e_i^{(k)})^\top - (A_{ij})_{ii}s^{(k)} (W^{(k)} v_i^{(k)})(W^{(k)} v_i^{(k)})^\top.
\]

### 5.3 Algorithm overview

Our approach to solve Problem (3.4) is summarized in Algorithm CD.

**Algorithm CD:** Barrier coordinate ascent algorithm for Problem (3.4)

**Input:** \(Q \in S_{n+1}\)

**Output:** A lower bound on the optimal value of Problem (3.3)

1. Use Lemma 3.9 to compute \(y^{(0)}\) such that \(Q - A^\top y^{(0)} \succ 0\)
2. Compute \(W^{(0)} = (Q - A^\top y^{(0)})^{-1}\)
3. for \(k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\) do
   4. Choose a coordinate direction \(e_{ij}^{(k)}\) as described in Section 5.1
   5. Compute the step size \(s^{(k)}\) as described in Section 5.2
   6. Update \(y^{(k+1)} \leftarrow y^{(k)} + s^{(k)} e_{ij}^{(k)}\)
   7. Update \(W^{(k)}\) using the Woodbury formula
   8. Update \(\sigma\)
   9. Terminate if some stopping criterion is met
10. return \(\langle b, y^{(k)} \rangle\)

Before entering the main loop, the running time of Algorithm CD is dominated by the computation of the minimum eigenvalue of \(\hat{Q}\) needed to compute \(y^{(0)}\) and by the computation of the inverse of the matrix \(Q - A^\top y^{(0)}\). Both can be done in \(O(n^3)\) time. Each iteration of the algorithm can be performed in \(O(n^2)\). Indeed, as discussed in Section 5.1, we need to consider \(O(n)\) candidates for the coordinate selection, so that this task can be performed in \(O(n)\) time. For calculating the step size and updating the matrix \(W^{(k)}\), we need \(O(n^2)\) time using the Woodbury formula.

Notice that Algorithm CD produces a feasible solution \(y^{(k)}\) of Problem (3.4) at every iteration and hence a valid lower bound \(\langle b, y^{(k)} \rangle\) for Problem (3.3). In particular, when used within a branch-and-bound algorithm, this means that Algorithm CD can be stopped as soon as \(\langle b, y^{(k)} \rangle\) exceeds a known upper bound for Problem (3.3). Otherwise,
The algorithm can be stopped after a fixed number of iterations or when other criteria show that only a small further improvement of the bound can be expected.

The choice of an appropriate termination rule however is closely related to the update of \( \sigma \) performed in Step 8. The aim is to find a good balance between the convergence for fixed \( \sigma \) and the decrease of \( \sigma \). This is further discussed in Chapter 7.

### 5.4 Two dimensional approach

In Algorithm CD, we change only one coordinate in each iteration, as this allows to update the matrix \( W^{(k)} \) in \( O(n^2) \) time using the Woodbury formula. This was due to the fact that all constraint matrices in the primal SDP (3.3) have rank at most two. However, taking into account the special structure of the constraint matrix \( A_0 \), one can observe that every linear combination of any constraint matrix \( A_{ij} \) with \( A_0 \) still has rank at most two. In other words, we can simultaneously update the dual variables \( y_0 \) and \( y_{ij} \) and still recompute \( W^{(k)} \) in \( O(n^2) \) time. Geometrically, we thus search along the plane spanned by the coordinates \((e_0, e_{ij})\) rather than the line spanned by a single coordinate \( e_{ij} \). For sake of readability, we again omit the index \((k)\) in the following.

Let \( ij \) be a given coordinate and denote by \( s \) the step size along coordinate \( e_{ij} \) and by \( s_0 \) the step size along \( e_0 \). At each iteration we then perform an update of the form

\[
y \leftarrow y + s_0 e_0 + s e_{ij}.
\]

The value of the objective function in the new point is

\[
f(y + s_0 e_0 + s e_{ij}; \sigma) = \langle b, y \rangle + s_0 + s \beta_{ij} + \sigma \log \det(W^{-1} - s_0 A_0 - s A_{ij}).
\]

Our first aim is to obtain a closed formula for the optimal step length \( s_0 \) in terms of a fixed step length \( s \). For this, we exploit the fact that the update of coordinate \( e_0 \) is rank-one, and that the zero coordinate does not have a sign restriction. Consider the gradient of \( f(y + s_0 e_0 + s e_{ij}; \sigma) \) with respect to \( s_0 \):

\[
\nabla_{s_0} f(y + s_0 e_0 + s e_{ij}; \sigma) = 1 - \sigma \langle A_0, (W^{-1} - s_0 A_0 - s A_{ij})^{-1} \rangle.
\]

Defining \( W(s) := (W^{-1} - s A_{ij})^{-1} \) and using the Woodbury formula for rank-one update, we obtain

\[
(W^{-1} - s_0 A_0 - s A_{ij})^{-1} = (W(s)^{-1} - s_0 A_0)^{-1} = W(s) + \frac{s_0(s)}{1 - s_0(s) w_{00}}(W(s)e_0)(W(s)e_0)\top.
\]

Substituting the last expression in the gradient (5.11) and setting the latter to zero, we get

\[
s_0(s) := s_0 = \frac{1}{w(s)_{00}} - \sigma.
\]

It remains to compute \( w(s)_{00} \), which can be done using the Woodbury formula for rank-two updates. In summary, we have shown

**Lemma 5.4.** Let \( s \) be a given step size along coordinate direction \( e_{ij} \), then

\[
s_0 = \frac{1}{w(s)_{00}} - \sigma
\]

is the unique maximizer of \( f(y + s_0 e_0 + s e_{ij}; \sigma) \), and hence the optimum step size along coordinate \( e_0 \).
The next task is to compute a step length \( s \) such that \( (s_0(s), s) \) is an optimal two-dimensional step in the coordinate plane spanned by \( (e_0, e_{ij}) \). To this end, we consider the function

\[
g_{ij}(s) := f(y + s_0(s)e_0 + se_{ij}; \sigma)
\]

over the set \( \{ s \in \mathbb{R} \mid Q - A^T(y + s_0(s)e_0 + se_{ij}) > 0 \} \) and solve the problem

\[
\max_s \{ g_{ij}(s) \mid Q - A^T(y^{(k)} + s_0(s)e_0 + se_{ij}) > 0, s \leq -y_{ij}^{(k)} \}.
\]

(5.13)

Since the latter problem is uni-variate and differentiable, we need to find \( s \in \mathbb{R} \) such that

\[
(g'_{ij}(s) = 0 \text{ and } s \leq -y_{ij}) \quad \text{or} \quad (g'_{ij}(s) > 0 \text{ and } s = -y_{ij}).
\]

The derivative of \( g_{ij}(s) \) is

\[
g'_{ij}(s) = s_0'(s) + \beta_{ij} - \sigma \langle s_0'(s)A_0 + A_{ij}, (W^{-1} - s_0(s)A_0 - sA_{ij})^{-1} \rangle,
\]

(5.14)

which is a quadratic rational function. The next lemma shows that at least one of the two roots of \( g'_{ij}(s) \) leads to a feasible update if the direction \( ij \) is an ascent direction. Similar to Theorem 5.3 in the one dimensional approach, the proof is based on Theorem 5.1.

**Theorem 5.5.**

(i) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( g'_{ij}(0) > 0 \) and \( y_{ij} < 0 \). The expression (5.14) has at least one positive root, and for the smallest positive root \( s^+ \), either the point \( y + s_0(s^+)e_0 + s^+e_{ij} \) is dual feasible and \( g'_{ij}(s^+) = 0 \), or \( y_{ij} + s^+ > 0 \) and \( g'_{ij}(-y_{ij}) > 0 \).

(ii) Let the coordinate \( ij \) be such that \( g'_{ij}(0) < 0 \). The expression (5.14) has at least one negative root, and for the biggest negative \( s^- \), the point \( y + s_0(s^-)e_0 + s^-e_{ij} \) is dual feasible and \( g'_{ij}(s^-) = 0 \).

This theorem guarantees that if there exists \( s \) in the feasible region with \( g'_{ij}(s) = 0 \), then from continuous differentiability of the function on the level sets, the denominator of \( g'_{ij}(s) \), which is \( (A_{ij})_{ii}w - w_{00}^2 \) cannot be zero. Therefore the roots of \( g'_{ij}(s) \) are found by setting the numerator to zero,

\[
(\alpha - (A_{ij})_{ii}^2w_{00}^2 - (2(A_{ij})_{ii}w_{00} - 2(A_{ij})_{ii}w_0 - \sigma w)w + w_{00}^2\alpha + \sigma (A_{ij})_{ii}w_{00}w + 2(A_{ij})_{ii}w_{00}w_0 + (A_{ij})_{ii}w_0^2 = 0,
\]

we obtain the following formula for the step size

\[
s = -\frac{1}{\delta}(w\sigma + 2\alpha(A_{ij})_{ii}w_{00} - 2(A_{ij})_{ii}^2w_{00} \pm \sqrt{\rho}),
\]

where

\[
w = w_{00}w_{ii} - w_{0i}^2,
\]

\[
\alpha = (A_{ij})_{ii} - \beta_{ij},
\]

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2}},
\]

\[
\lambda_1, \lambda_2 = \frac{1}{2}(\alpha \pm \sqrt{\alpha^2 - 4\beta}),
\]

\[
\beta = \frac{2w_0}{w_{00}w_{ii} + w_{0i}^2}.
\]
\[\rho = \sigma^2 w^2 (A_{ij})_i^4 - 4\alpha (A_{ij})_i^3 w_{0i}^2 - 8 (A_{ij})_{0i} (A_{ij})_i^2 w_{0i} (\alpha w_{00} - \frac{1}{2} (A_{ij})_{0i} w_{0i})
\]
\[- 4 (A_{ij})_{0i} (A_{ij})_{0i} (aw_{00} - 2 (A_{ij})_{0i} w_{0i}) + 4 (A_{ij})_{0i}^4 w_{0i}^2\]
\[\delta = 2 (A_{ij})_{ii} (\alpha (A_{ij})_{ii} - (A_{ij})_{0i}^2) w.\]

It remains to discuss the choice of the coordinate \(ij\), which is similar to the one-dimensional approach: we choose the coordinate direction \(e_{ij}\) such that

\[ij := \arg \max_{ij} |g'_{ij}(0)|,\] (5.15)

where moving into the positive direction of a coordinate \(e_{ij}\) is allowed only if \(y_{ij} < 0\), thus the candidates are those coordinates satisfying

\((g'_{ij}(0) > 0 \text{ and } y_{ij} < 0) \text{ or } g'_{ij}(0) < 0\).

Note that

\[g'_{ij}(0) = \begin{cases} j(j + 1) - 2 \frac{w_{00}}{w_{00}} j - \frac{w_{00}}{w_{00}} - (\sigma w_{00} - 1) \frac{w_{ii}^2}{w_{00}^2} + \sigma w_{ii} & j = i, \ldots, u_i - 1, \\
 1_i u_i + \frac{w_{00}}{w_{00}} (l_i + u_i) + (\sigma w_{00} - 1) \frac{w_{ii}^2}{w_{00}^2} - \sigma w_{ii} & j = u_i,
\end{cases}\]

therefore, as before, we do not need to search over all potential coordinates \(ij\), since the regular structure of \(g'_{ij}(0)\) for the lower bounding facets \(j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i - 1\}\) for each variable \(i\) allows us to restrict the search to at most three candidates per variable. Thus only \(4n\) potential coordinate directions must be considered.

Using these ideas, a slightly different version of Algorithm CD is obtained by changing Steps 4, 5 and 6 adequately, we call it Algorithm CD2D. In Chapter 7, we compare Algorithm CD and its improved version, Algorithm CD2D, experimentally.

---

**Algorithm CD2D**: Two-coordinate maximization algorithm for Problem (3.4)

**Input**: \(Q \in S_{n+1}\)

**Output**: A lower bound on the optimal value of Problem (3.3)

1. Use Lemma 3.9 to compute \(y(0)\) such that \(Q - A^T y(0) > 0\)
2. Compute \(W(0) \leftarrow (Q - A^T y(0))^{-1}\)
3. for \(k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\) do
   4. Choose a coordinate direction \(e_{ij(k)}\) as (5.15)
   5. Compute the step sizes \(s_0^{(k)}\) and \(s^{(k)}\) according to (5.13) and (5.12)
   6. Update \(y^{(k+1)} \leftarrow y^{(k)} + s_0^{(k)} e_0 + s^{(k)} e_{ij(k)}\)
   7. Update \(W^{(k)}\) using the Woodbury formula
   8. Update \(\sigma\)
   9. Terminate if some stopping criterion is met
4. return \(\langle b, y^{(k)} \rangle\)

---

### 5.5 Primal solutions

This section contains an algorithm to compute an approximate solution of Problem (3.3) using the information given by the dual optimal solution of Problem (3.4).
We will prove that under some additional conditions the approximate primal solution produced is actually the optimal solution.

Let $y^*$ be an optimal solution for the dual problem (3.4), the corresponding primal optimal solution $X^* \in \mathbb{S}^{n+1}_+$ must satisfy the complementarity condition

$$ (Q - A^\top y^*) X^* = 0 $$

and the primal feasibility conditions $X^* \succeq 0$ and

$$ \begin{cases}
\langle A_0, X^* \rangle &= 1, \\
\langle A_{ij}, X^* \rangle &= \beta_{ij} \quad \forall i, j \in \mathcal{A}(y^*),
\end{cases} \tag{5.17} $$

where $\mathcal{A}(y^*) := \{i, j \mid y^*_{ij} < 0\}$.

Notice that in order to find a primal optimal solution $X^*$, we need to solve a semidefinite program, and this is in general computationally too expensive. Since this has to be done at every node of the branch-and-bound tree, we need to devise an alternative method to compute an approximate matrix $X$ that will be used mainly for taking a branching decision in Algorithm Q-MIST. The idea is to ignore the semidefinite constraint $X \succeq 0$. We thus proceed as follows. We consider the spectral decomposition $Q - A^\top y^* = P \text{diag}(\lambda) P^\top$. Since $Q - A^\top y^* \succeq 0$, we have $\lambda \geq 0$. Define $Z := P^\top X P$, then $X = P Z P^\top$ and (5.16) is equivalent to

$$ 0 = (P \text{diag}(\lambda) P^\top)(P Z P^\top) = P \text{diag}(\lambda) Z P^\top. $$

Since $P$ is a regular matrix, the last equation implies that

$$ \text{diag}(\lambda) Z = 0, $$

which is at the same time equivalent to say that $z_{ij} = 0$ whenever $\lambda_i > 0$ or $\lambda_j > 0$. Replacing also $X = P Z P^\top$ in (5.17), we have

$$ \begin{align*}
1 &= \langle A_0, X \rangle = \langle A_0, P Z P^\top \rangle = \langle P^\top A_0 P, Z \rangle, \\
\beta_{ij} &= \langle A_{ij}, X \rangle = \langle A_{ij}, P Z P^\top \rangle = \langle P^\top A_{ij} P, Z \rangle.
\end{align*} $$

This suggests, instead of solving the system (5.17) and (5.16) in order to compute $X$, to solve the above system and then compute $X = P Z P^\top$. The system above can be simplified, since $Z$ has a zero row/column for each $\lambda_l > 0$. Thus it is possible to reduce the dimension of the problem as follows: let $\bar{A}$ be the sub-matrix of $A$ where all rows and columns $l$ with $\lambda_l > 0$ are removed; let $r$ be the number of positive entries of $\lambda$. Let $Y \in S_{n+1-r}$, we have that the system above is equivalent to

$$ \begin{cases}
\langle P^\top A_0 P, Y \rangle &= 1 \\
\langle P^\top A_{ij} P, Y \rangle &= \beta_{ij} \quad \forall i, j \in \mathcal{A}(y^*).
\end{cases} $$

Then we can extend $Y$ by zeros to obtain $Z \in S_{n+1}$, and finally compute $X = P Z P^\top$. We formulate this procedure in Algorithm 4. In the implementation of the algorithm, we will consider always the smallest eigenvalue of $Q - A^\top y$ as zero, this means that $r$ is at least 1, and there may be more zero eigenvalues considered as zero, depending on the allowed tolerance.

Notice that we are not enforcing explicitly that $Y \succeq 0$, but if $Y$ turns out to be positive semidefinite, then $Z$ is positive semidefinite and therefore $X$ as well. We have the following theorem.
Algorithm 4: Compute approximate solution of (3.3) using dual information

**Input:** $y^* \in \mathbb{R}^{m+1}$ optimal solution of Problem (3.4)

**Output:** $X \in S_{n+1}$

1. Compute $P \in M_{n+1}$ orthogonal and $\lambda \geq 0$ such that $Q - A^T y^* = P \text{diag}(\lambda) P^T$
2. Find a solution $Y \in S_{n+1-r}$ of the system of equations (5.18)
3. Set $Z \in S_{n+1}$ as $z_{ij} = 0, \forall i, j$, except for $i, j = 1, \ldots, n + 1 - r$, where $z_{ij} = y_{ij}$
4. Compute $X = P Z P^T$
5. return $X$

Theorem 5.6. Let $y^*$ be a feasible solution of the dual problem (3.4) and $X^* \in S_{n+1}$ the corresponding matrix produced by Algorithm 4. If $X^* \succeq 0$, then $(X^*, y^*)$ are primal-dual optimal solutions of Problems (3.3) and (3.4).

Proof. Let $X^*$ be produced by Algorithm 4 such that it is positive semidefinite. We have that $X^*$ is a feasible solution of Problem (3.3), since it satisfies the set of active constraints for the optimal dual solution $y^*$:

$$\langle A_0, X \rangle = \langle A_0, P Z P^T \rangle = \langle P^T A_0 P, Z \rangle = \langle P^T A_0 P, Y \rangle = 1$$

and

$$\langle A_{ij}, X \rangle = \langle A_{ij}, P Z P^T \rangle = \langle P^T A_{ij} P, Z \rangle = \langle P^T A_{ij} P, Y \rangle = \beta_{ij}$$

for all $ij \in \mathcal{A}(y^*)$, this holds since $Y \in S_{n+1-r}$ is the solution of the system of equations (5.18). It also satisfies complementarity slackness:

$$(Q - A^T y^*) X^* = P \text{diag}(\lambda) P^T P Z P^T = P \text{diag}(\lambda) Z P^T = 0,$$

where the last equation holds since $Z$ is computed as in Step 3 of Algorithm 4. Namely, if $\lambda_i = 0$, then the corresponding row $i$ of diag$(\lambda) Z$ is equal to zero. The other rows of diag$(\lambda) Z$ are equal to zero from the definition of $Z$.

Corollary 5.7. Let $y^*$ be a feasible solution of the dual problem (3.4). If the solution of

$$(Q - A^T y^*) X = 0$$

$$\langle A_0, X \rangle = 1,$$

$$\langle A_{ij}, X \rangle = \beta_{ij} \quad \forall i, j \in \mathcal{A}(y^*),$$

is unique, then Algorithm 4 produces that solution.

Proof. Let $X^*$ be computed by Algorithm 4. Since $Y$ in step 3 of Algorithm 4 is the solution of (5.18), then $X^*$ also solves (5.17), which will be unique if the system (5.17) has a unique solution.

In summary, we have proposed a faster approach than solving a semidefinite problem, but without any guarantee that the solution obtained will satisfy the positive semidefiniteness constraint. However there are theoretical reasons to argue that this approach will work in practice. In [2], it was proved that dual non-degeneracy in semidefinite programming implies the existence of a unique optimal primal solution.
Additionally, it was also proved that dual non-degeneracy is a generic property. Putting these two facts together, it means that for random generated instances the probability of having a unique optimal primal solution is one. From the practical point of view, we have implemented Algorithm 4 and run experiments to check the positive semidefiniteness of the matrix $X$. We will see that for the random instances considered in Chapter 7 this approach seems to work well in practice.
Chapter 6

Adding linear constraints

Several optimization problems like the quadratic knapsack problem [74, 46], among others, can be modeled as a quadratic problem with linear constraints. Linear constraints can be easily included in the current setting of our problem, we will see that doing some minor changes our approach can be extended to solve quadratic problems with additional linear constraints.

Consider the following problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad x^\top \hat{Q} x + \hat{l}^\top x + \hat{c} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad a_j^\top x \leq b_j \quad \forall j = 1, \ldots, p \\
& \quad x \in D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n.
\end{align*}
\]

(6.1)

Notice that the set of linear constraints \(a_j^\top x \leq b_j\) can be equivalently written as

\[
\left< A_j, \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ x \end{pmatrix} \right> \leq \beta_j,
\]

where

\[
A_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\beta_j & b_j & \frac{a_{i0}}{2} & \cdots & \frac{a_{jn-1}}{2} \\
\frac{a_{i0}}{2} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{a_{jn-1}}{2} & 0 & \cdots & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Following a similar procedure as the described in Section 3.1, we can formulate a semidefinite relaxation of Problem (6.1) as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \langle Q, X \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \langle A_0, X \rangle = 1 \\
& \quad \langle A_{ij}, X \rangle \leq \beta_{ij} \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \\
& \quad X \succeq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

(6.2)

The matrices \(Q\), \(A_0\) and \(A_{ij}\) are defined as in Section 3.3. Observe that the new constraint matrices \(A_j\) have rank two. We will see that Algorithms CD and CD2D can be extended to solve this more general class of quadratic problem.
We are interested in the dual of Problem (6.2), which can be calculated as
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad \langle b, y \rangle \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q - A^\top y \succeq 0 \\
& \quad y_0 \in \mathbb{R} \\
& \quad y_{ij} \leq 0 \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \\
& \quad y_j \leq 0 \quad \forall j = 1, \ldots, p.
\end{align*}
\] (6.3)

Here, the adjoint operator $A^\top$ is defined as
\[
A^\top y = y_0 A_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=l_i}^{u_i} y_{ij} A_{ij} + \sum_{j=1}^{p} y_j A_j,
\]
where $y \in \mathbb{R}^{m+p+1}$ is defined as
\[
y = \begin{pmatrix}
y_0 \\
(y_{ij})_{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \\
(y_j)_{j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}}
\end{pmatrix},
\]
the $p$ additional dual variables are associated with the constraints $\langle A_j, X \rangle \leq \beta_j$, for $j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}$. The vector $b \in \mathbb{R}^{m+p+1}$ is defined as before with $p$ additional entries $(\beta_j)_{j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}}$ corresponding to the right hand sides of the new linear constraints, namely
\[
b = \begin{pmatrix}
1 \\
(\beta_{ij})_{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \\
(\beta_j)_{j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Again, we want to solve the log-det form of Problem (6.3)
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad f(y; \sigma) := \langle b, y \rangle + \sigma \log \det(Q - A^\top y) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Q - A^\top y \succ 0 \\
& \quad y_0 \in \mathbb{R} \\
& \quad y_{ij} \leq 0 \quad \forall j = l_i, \ldots, u_i, \forall i = 1, \ldots, n \\
& \quad y_j \leq 0 \quad \forall j = 1, \ldots, p.
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that the over-all form of the dual problem to be solved has not changed. The new dual variables $y_j$ corresponding to the additional linear constraints play a similar role as the dual variables $y_{ij}$, both must satisfy the negativity constraint. Even more, the dual problem (6.3) remains strictly feasible, this fact can be derived directly from Theorem 3.9:

**Corollary 6.1.** Problem (6.3) is strictly feasible.

**Proof.** Let $y^0 \in \mathbb{R}^{m+p+1}$ be defined as
\[
y^0 := \begin{pmatrix}
y_0 \\
(y_{ij})_{j \in \{l_i, \ldots, u_i\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \\
(y_j)_{j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}}
\end{pmatrix},
\]
where $y_0$ and $y_{ij}$ are defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.9 and $y_j$ is set to zero for all $j = 1, \ldots, p$. We have that $y^0 \leq 0$ and $Q - A^\top y^0 \succ 0$. Using the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.9, we know that there exists $\epsilon > 0$ such that $y^0 - \epsilon \mathbb{I} < 0$ and $Q - A^\top (y^0 - \epsilon \mathbb{I}) \succ 0$. \qed
Due to the addition of linear constraints, primal strict feasibility might no longer be satisfied. However, as it was shown the dual problem is strictly feasible, by Theorem 2.8 this means strong duality holds. Therefore, if the primal problem is not feasible we know thus that the dual problem will be unbounded.

It is clear that the entire procedure described in Section 5.5 is still valid when there are additional linear constraints. Therefore the computation of primal solutions is done by properly adapting Algorithm 4. In the following sections, we detail the two main points where Algorithms CD and CD2D are changed, namely, the choice of the ascent direction and the closed-form formula for the step size.

### 6.1 Algorithm CD including linear constraints

The addition of \( p \) linear constraints in the primal problem implies that for the search of a coordinate direction there are \( p \) additional potential directions. As before, the entries of the gradient for the new coordinates can be explicitly computed as

\[
\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_j = \beta_j - \sigma \langle W, A_j \rangle = \beta_j - \sigma ((A_j)_0 w_0) + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n} (A_j)_k w_k).
\]

We then choose the coordinate of the gradient with largest absolute value, considering coordinates both corresponding to the lower bounding facets, the upper bounding facet and the new linear constraints. In Section 5.2, we observed that at most \( 1 + 4n + p \) candidates have to be considered to select the coordinate direction. Thus, in this case, we will have at most \( 1 + 4n + p \) candidates.

The computation of the step size follows an analogous procedure as in Section 5.2. This means, a problem similar to Problem (5.5) has to be solved. Therefore, if one of the new possible candidates for coordinate direction \( e_j \in \mathbb{R}^{m+p+1} \) for \( j \in \{1, \ldots, p\} \) has been chosen, we need to compute \( s \) such that either

\[
\nabla_s f(y + se_j; \sigma) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad s \leq -y_j
\]

or

\[
\nabla_s f(y + se_j; \sigma) > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad s = -y_j.
\]

We have that

\[
\nabla_s f(y + se_j; \sigma)_j = \beta_j - \sigma \left( A_j, (W^{-1} - sA_j)^{-1} \right).
\] (6.4)

The existence of an optimal step size now depends on primal feasibility. There is no guarantee that the level sets of the function are bounded, or as we already mentioned, if the primal problem is not feasible, the dual problem will be unbounded. Testing primal feasibility is a difficult task, however, from Lemma 5.2 we know that if there exists \( s \) in the correct direction of the line search that makes the gradient (6.4) zero, then there exists also one on the feasible region. This implies the following result.

**Theorem 6.2.**

(i) Let the coordinate \( j \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_j > 0 \) and \( y_j < 0 \). If the gradient (6.4) has a positive root, then for the smallest positive root \( s^+ \), either \( y + s^+ e_j \) is
dual feasible and \( \nabla_s f(y + s^+e_j; \sigma) = 0 \), or \( y_j + s^+ > 0 \), \( y - y_j e_j \) is dual feasible, and \( \nabla_s f(y - y_j e_j; \sigma) > 0 \). Otherwise, \( y + s e_j \) is dual feasible with \( \nabla_s f(y + s e_j; \sigma) > 0 \) for all \( s \in [0, -y_j] \).

(ii) Let the coordinate \( j \) be such that \( \nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_j < 0 \). If the gradient (6.4) has a negative root, then for the biggest negative root \( s^- \), the point \( y + s^- e_j \) is dual feasible and \( \nabla_s f(y + s^- e_j; \sigma) = 0 \). Otherwise, \( y + s e_j \) is dual feasible with \( \nabla_s f(y + s e_j; \sigma) > 0 \) for all \( s \leq 0 \).

As before, in order to find the step size, it is necessary to compute the inverse of \( W^{-1} - s A_j \). As it was mentioned, the constraint matrices \( A_j \) are rank-two matrices. They admit the following factorization

\[ A_j = E_j I C_j, \]

where

\[
E_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} (A_j)_{00} & 1 \\
(A_j)_{01} & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
(A_j)_{0n} & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{and} \quad
C_j = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} (A_j)_{00} & (A_j)_{01} & \cdots & (A_j)_{0n}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

With the Woodbury formula and the factorization above, we have that the inner product of \( A_j \) and \( (W^{-1} - s A_j)^{-1} \) reduces to the inner product of two \( 2 \times 2 \) matrices:

\[
\langle A_j, (W^{-1} - s A_j)^{-1} \rangle = \langle E_j I C_j, W + W E_j (\frac{1}{2} I - C_j W E_j)^{-1} C_j W \rangle
= \langle I, E_j^T W C_j^T + E_j^T W E_j (\frac{1}{2} I - C_j W E_j)^{-1} C_j W C_j^T \rangle.
\]

We obtain

\[
E_j^T W E_j = \begin{pmatrix}
d & f \\
f & w_{00}
\end{pmatrix}, \quad
C_j W C_j^T = \begin{pmatrix}
w_{00} & f \\
f & d
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
C_j W E_j = \begin{pmatrix}
f & w_{00} \\
d & f
\end{pmatrix}, \quad
E_j^T W C_j^T = \begin{pmatrix}
f & d \\
w_{00} & f
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where

\[
d = \frac{1}{4} w_{00} (A_j)_{00}^2 + (A_j)_{00} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{0i} (A_j)_{0i} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} w_{ik} (A_j)_{0i} (A_j)_{0k}
= \langle W, (A_j)_{00} I \rangle,
\]

\[
f = \frac{1}{2} w_{00} (A_j)_{00} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{0i} (A_j)_{0i}
= W_{00}^T (A_j)_{00}.
\]

Replacing the inner product in the gradient (6.4), we obtain a rational function of degree two

\[
\nabla_s f(y + s e_j; \sigma)_j = \frac{\beta_j (d w_{00} - f^2) s^2 + (2 d \sigma w_{00} - 2 f^2 \sigma + 2 \beta_j fs) s + 2 f \sigma - \beta_j}{(d w_{00} - f^2) s^2 + 2 f s - 1}.
\]
Finally the step size is obtained setting the numerator to zero, yielding

$$s = \frac{-d\sigma w_{00} + f^2 \sigma - \beta_j f \pm \sqrt{d^2 \sigma^2 w_{00}^2 - 2df^2 \sigma^2 w_{00} + f^4 + \beta_j^2 dw_{00}}}{\beta_j (dw_{00} - f^2)}.$$  

In the implementation of the algorithm, if no root of the gradient (6.4) is found in the right direction, the step size has to be set to $-y_j$ when the coordinate $j$ is such that $\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_j > 0$ and $y_j < 0$, or $s = M$, where $M < 0$, when the coordinate $j$ is such that $\nabla_y f(y; \sigma)_j < 0$.

It is clear that Algorithm CD can be easily extended to compute lower bounds for the optimal value of Problem 6.2. In the next section, we describe the steps that have to be changed in Algorithm CD2D. We will see that in this case, due to the structure of the constraint matrices $A_j$, Algorithm CD2D has some advantages over Algorithm CD.

6.2 Algorithm CD2D including linear constraints

A two-dimensional update is also possible for solving the dual of Problem (6.2), again in this case, any linear combination of a constraint matrix $A_j$ with $A_0$ remains being a rank-two matrix. The optimal two-dimensional step size $(s_0(s), s)$ along the coordinate plane spanned by $(e_0, e_j)$ can be computed following an analogous procedure to the one explained in Section 5.4. It turns out, in this case, that the computation of the step size is technically less complicated. Lemma 5.4 can be used to compute the step size $s_0(s)$ along the direction $e_0$, in terms of a given step size $s$ along coordinate direction $e_j$. Recall that $W(s) = (W^{-1} - sA_j)^{-1}$, and thus

$$s_0(s) = \frac{1}{w(s)_{00} - \sigma} = \frac{1}{w_{00}}((dw_{00} - f^2)s^2 + 2fs + \sigma w_{00} - 1),$$

with $f, d$ defined as in the last section. We can define then the function

$$g_j(s) := f(y + s_0(s)e_0 + se_j; \sigma)$$

over the set $\{s \in \mathbb{R} \mid Q - A^T (y + s_0(s)e_0 + se_j) > 0\}$. We have to solve a similar problem to (5.13), namely, we need to find $s \in \mathbb{R}$ such that

$$(g_j'(s) = 0 \text{ and } s \leq -y_j) \quad \text{or} \quad (g_j'(s) > 0 \text{ and } s = -y_j).$$

We thus need to compute the derivative of $g_j(s)$

$$g_j'(s) = s_0'(s) + \beta_j - \sigma \left(s_0'(s)A_0 + A_j, (W^{-1} - s_0(s)A_0 - sA_j)^{-1}\right). \quad (6.5)$$

As we already pointed out, the existence of a step size is related with primal feasibility. We have the following theorem that, analogous to Theorem 6.2, is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2.

Theorem 6.3.

(i) Let the coordinate $j$ be such that $g_j'(0) > 0$ and $y_j < 0$. If the derivative (6.5) has a positive root, then for the smallest positive root $s^+$, either $y + s_0(s^+)e_0 + s^+e_j$ is dual feasible and $g_j'(s^+) = 0$, or $y_j + s^+ > 0$, $y + s_0(-y_j)e_0 - y_j e_j$ is dual feasible and $g_j'(-y_j) > 0$. Otherwise, $y + s_0(s)e_0 + se_j$ is dual feasible with $g_j'(s) > 0$ for all $s \in [0, -y_j]$. 

(ii) Let the coordinate \( j \) be such that \( g_j'(0) < 0 \). If the derivative (6.5) has a negative root, then for the biggest negative \( \sigma^- \), the point \( y + s_0(\sigma^-)e_0 + s_\varepsilon_j \) is dual feasible and \( g_j'(\sigma^-) = 0 \). Otherwise, \( y + s_0(\sigma^-)e_0 + s_\varepsilon_j \) is dual feasible with with \( g_j'(\sigma) > 0 \) for all \( s \leq 0 \).

In order to compute the inner product in (6.5), we propose the following factorizations for the matrices \( \bar{A}_j := s_0'(s)A_0 + A_j \) and \( \bar{A}_j := s_0'(s)A_0 + sA_j \):

\[
\bar{A}_j = \bar{E}_jI\bar{C}_j, \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{A}_j = \bar{E}_jI\bar{C}_j,
\]

where

\[
\bar{E}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}(s'_0(s) + (A_j)_{00}) & 1 \\
(A_j)_{01} & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
(A_j)_{0n} & 0
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \bar{C}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}(s'_0(s) + (A_j)_{00}) & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
(A_j)_{01} & 0 & \cdots & (A_j)_{0n}
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\bar{E}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}(s_0(s) + s(A_j)_{00}) & 1 \\
(I_j)_{01} & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
(I_j)_{0n} & 0
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \bar{C}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}(s_0(s) + s(A_j)_{00}) & 1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
(I_j)_{01} & 0 & \cdots & (I_j)_{0n}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

In this way, the inner product of matrices in (6.5) can be rewritten as the inner product of two \( 2 \times 2 \) matrices:

\[
\langle \bar{A}_j, (W^{-1} - \bar{A}_j)^{-1} \rangle = \langle \bar{E}_jI\bar{C}_j, W + W\bar{E}_j(I - \bar{C}_jW\bar{E}_j)\bar{C}_jW \rangle
\]

\[
= \langle I, \bar{E}_j^TW\bar{C}_j^\top + \bar{E}_j^TW\bar{E}_j(I - \bar{C}_jW\bar{E}_j)\bar{C}_jW\bar{C}_j^\top \rangle,
\]

where

\[
\bar{E}_j^TW\bar{E}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
d_1 \\
f \end{pmatrix}, \quad \bar{C}_jW\bar{C}_j^\top = \begin{pmatrix}
w_0 \\
\bar{f} \\
d_1
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\bar{C}_jW\bar{E}_j = \begin{pmatrix}
\bar{f} \\
d_1
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \bar{E}_j^TW\bar{C}_j^\top = \begin{pmatrix}
\bar{f} \\
w_0 \\
d_1
\end{pmatrix},
\]

and

\[
\bar{d} = \left\langle W; (\bar{A}_j)_{0} (\bar{A}_j)_{0}^\top \right\rangle,
\]

\[
\bar{d} = \left\langle W; (\bar{A}_j)_{0} (\bar{A}_j)_{0}^\top \right\rangle,
\]

\[
\bar{f} = W_{0}\top (\bar{A}_j)_{0},
\]

\[
\bar{f} = W_{0}\top (\bar{A}_j)_{0},
\]

\[
d_1 = \left\langle W; (\bar{A}_j)_{0} (\bar{A}_j)_{0}^\top \right\rangle.
\]

By doing all calculations, one can verify that \( \langle A_j, (W^{-1} - sA_j)^{-1} \rangle \) is actually zero. Replacing this into (6.5) we get \( g_j'(s) = s'_0(s) + \beta_j \), where

\[
s'_0(s) = -\frac{2}{w_{00}}((dw_{00} - f^2)s + f),
\]
and setting \( g'_j(s) \) to zero, we obtain a linear equation on the step size \( s \), whose root is

\[
s = \frac{2f - \beta_j w_{00}}{2(f^2 - dw_{00})}.
\]  

(6.6)

Observe that the step size \( s \) is independent on the value of \( \sigma \), however the step \( s_0 \) is still dependent. From Theorem 6.3 it follows that:

(i) if the coordinate \( j \) is such that \( g'_j(0) > 0 \) and \( y_j < 0 \), and if the derivative (6.5) has a positive root, then the step size (6.6) must be positive. When there is no positive root \( s \) can be set to \(-y_{ij}\).

(ii) if the coordinate \( j \) is such that \( g'_j(0) < 0 \), and if the derivative (6.5) has a negative root, then the step size (6.6) must be negative. When there is no negative root set \( s = M \), with \( M \ll 0 \).

The coordinate selection will be done in a similar way as in Section 5.4, i.e., we will choose the coordinate with the largest absolute value of \( g'_j(0) \). Recall that from Section 5.4, we have \( 4n \) potential coordinates, after adding \( p \) linear constraints we will have that \( 4n + p \) candidates to be considered.
Chapter 7

Experiments

In Chapter 5 we have presented a coordinate-wise optimization approach that aims to improve the performance of Q-MIST, the branch-and-bound algorithm described in Section 3.2 and presented in [17]. As it was already mentioned, Q-MIST was implemented to use the CSDP library [11] for solving SDP-relaxations of type (3.2) at each node of the branch-and-bound tree. On the one side, the main motivation to consider a fast coordinate ascent method was to obtain quick and good lower bounds for the objective value of the quadratic integer problem (3.1). On the other side, our motivation was also to find approaches that allow us to solve larger size instances, since this is one of the main restrictions that SDP solvers, based on interior point methods, have.

We evaluate the performance of Algorithms CD and CD2D and compare their performance to CSDP, and to other non-linear solvers as COUENNE [7] and BARON [86]. We divided the experiments into two parts. In the first part, we concentrate on random instances of Problem (3.1). We are interested in understanding two main points: the behavior of the lower bounds at the root node and the influence of the stopping criterion on the branch-and-bound tree and running times. Finally, we evaluate the extension of our approach when linear constraints are added to the original problem. First of all, we begin by describing in the next section the general settings for all experiments.

7.1 General setup

Our experiments were carried out on Intel Xeon processors running at 2.60 GHz. For all the algorithms, the optimality tolerance OPTEPS was set to $10^{-6}$. We have used as a base the code that already exists for Q-MIST. Algorithms CD and CD2D were implemented in C++, using routines from the LAPACK package [3] only in the initial phase for computing a starting point. Namely, to compute the smallest eigenvalue of $\hat{Q}$ needed to determine $y^{(0)}$, and the inverse matrix $W^{(0)} = (\hat{Q} - A^T y^{(0)})^{-1}$. The updates in each iteration can be realized by elementary calculation, as explained in Chapter 5.

Recall that in Section 3.3, the parameter $\beta_{ij}$ can be chosen arbitrarily. As it was pointed out, this parameter does not change the feasible region of the primal problem (3.3), however it does have an influence on its dual problem. We have tested several choices of $\beta_{ij}$, like setting it to zero for all the constraints, or according to Lemma 3.6, so that all constraint matrices have rank one. We have found out experimentally that when choosing the value of the parameter $\beta_{ij}$ in such way that the constraint matrices $A_{ij}$ have their first entry equal to zero, our approach has faster convergence. Hence,
we set $\beta_{iu} = -l_i u_i$ for the upper bounding facets and $\beta_{ij} = j(j+1)$ for lower bounding facets, with $j = l_i, \ldots, u_i$, see Section 3.3.

For our experiments, we have generated random instances in the same way as proposed in [17]: the objective matrix is $\hat{Q} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i v_i v_i^\top$, where the $n$ numbers $\mu_i$ are chosen as follows: for a given value of $p \in [0,100]$, the first $pn/100$ $\mu_i$’s are generated uniformly from $[-1,0]$ and the remaining ones from $[0,1]$. Additionally, we generate $n$ vectors of dimension $n$, with entries uniformly at random from $[-1,1]$, and orthonormalize them to obtain the vectors $v_i$. The parameter $p$ represents the percentage of negative eigenvalues, so that $\hat{Q}$ is positive semidefinite for $p = 0$, negative semidefinite for $p = 100$ and indefinite for any other value $p \in (0,100)$. The entries of the vector $\hat{l}$ are generated uniformly at random from $[-1,1]$, and $\hat{c} = 0$.

In the following we will consider mainly two types of variable domains. Whenever we refer to ternary instances, we have in mind sets $D_i$ of the form $\{-1,0,1\}$, and with integer instances we mean instances with $D_i = \{-10, \ldots, 10\}$. In our implementation, we use the following rule to update the penalty parameter: whenever the entry of the gradient corresponding to the chosen coordinate has an absolute value below $0.1$ in the case of ternary instances or below $0.001$ for integer instances, we multiply $\sigma$ by $0.25$. As soon as $\sigma$ falls below $10^{-8}$, we fix it to this value. The initial $\sigma$ is set to 1.

7.2 Root node behavior

We first evaluate the performance of both Algorithms CD and CD2D in the root node of the branch-and-bound tree and compare them with CSDP, the SDP solver used in [17]. We are interested in the improvement of the lower bound over time. In Figure 7.1 and 7.2 we plotted the lower bounds obtained by CSDP and the algorithms CD and CD2D in the root node, for a random instance with all sets $D_i$ ternary and integer, respectively. We have chosen a random instance of size $n = 100$ and two values of $p$: 0 and 100.

From Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, we see that both Algorithms CD and CD2D clearly dominate CSDP. Observe that for CSDP, the computation of the root bound for $p = 0$ involves one and two re-optimizations due to separation (see pictures shown in (a)). For this reason, the lower bound given by CSDP has to restart with a very weak value. In this particular instance, for both values of $p$, Algorithm CD is stronger than CD2D in case of ternary instances, see Figure 7.1. From the pictures in Figure 7.2, we can see that CD2D dominates the bounds of CD. This is true in particular for $p = 100$.

7.3 Primal solution

At the root node, we have also performed the evaluation of Algorithm 4, designed to compute an approximate primal solution of Problem (3.3) using the dual feasible solution $y^*$ of Problem (3.4) (see the details in Section 5.5). Recall that we need to compute the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix $Q - A^\top y^*$, and set a tolerance to decide which other eigenvalues will be considered as zero. In the experiments we have taken into account that $Q - A^\top y^*$ has always at least one zero eigenvalue, and considered as zero all the eigenvalues smaller equal than 0.01. We have run experiments to check the positive semidefiniteness of the matrix $X^*$ at the root node of the branch-
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the lower bounds in the root node obtained by Q-MIST with CD, CD2D and CSDP, for a random ternary instance with two different values of $p$. 
Figure 7.2: Comparison of the lower bounds in the root node obtained by Q-MIST with CD, CD2D and CSDP, for a random integer instance with two different values of $p$. 

(a) Integer instance, $p = 0$

(b) Integer instance, $p = 100$
7.4 Stopping criterion

We next investigate the impact of our approach when used within the branch-and-bound scheme Q-MIST. For this it is important to find a good stopping criterion that either may allow an early pruning of the nodes or stops the algorithm when no further improvement of lower bounds is expected. Our approach has the advantage of producing feasible solutions of Problem (3.4) and thus a valid lower bound for Problem (3.3), at every iteration. This means that we can stop the iteration process and prune the node as soon as the current lower bound exceeds a known upper bound for Problem (3.3).

We propose the following stopping criterion. Every \( n \) iterations, we compare the gap at the current point \( (\text{new-gap}) \) with the previous one \( (\text{old-gap}) \). If

\[
(1 - \text{GAP}) \cdot \text{old-gap} < \text{new-gap}
\]

and the number of iterations is at least \( |D_i|n \), or

\[
\text{new-gap} < \text{OPTEPS}
\]

we stop the algorithm. The gap is defined as the difference of the best upper bound known so far and the current lower bound. The value of GAP has to be taken in \([0, 1]\).

In Figure 7.3 we illustrate the influence of the parameter GAP on the running time and number of nodes needed in the entire branch-and-bound tree, for both Algorithm CD and CD2D. We have chosen 110 random ternary instances of size 50, 10 instances for each \( p \in \{0, 10, \ldots, 100\} \). The matrix \( \hat{Q} \), and the vector \( \hat{l} \) defining the objective function \( \hat{f} \) in Problem (3.1) are generated as explained above. Similar to [17], we generated 10 random instances for each \( p \in \{0, 10, \ldots, 100\} \) and each size \( n \), i.e., we
Figure 7.3: Influence of the gap criterion on the number of nodes and the running time for ternary instances, the behavior for integer instances is similar.
7.5. TOTAL RUNNING TIME

generated 110 different instances for each $n$. On the one hand, we are interested in evaluating the performance of the branch-and-bound framework Q-MIST using the new Algorithms CD and CD2D, and compare them to CSDP. On the other hand, we compare to other non-convex integer programming software: COUENNE [7] and BARON [86].

In the following tables, $n$ in the first column represents the number of variables. For each approach, we report the the number of solved instances ($\#$), the average number of nodes explored in the branch-and-bound ($\text{nodes}$) and the average running time in seconds ($\text{time}$). All lines report average results over 110 random instances. We have set a time limit of one hour, and compute the averages considering only the instances solved to proven optimality within this period of time.

In Table 7.1 we present the results for ternary instances. As it can be seen, Q-MIST with all three approaches manages to solve all 110 instances for $n \leq 50$. Observe however that both Algorithms CD and CD2D require less time than CSDP even if the number of nodes enumerated is much larger. For $n > 50$, Q-MIST with the new approach solves much more instances than CSDP. Note that BARON and COUENNE solved all 110 instances only for $n \leq 20$ and $n \leq 30$, respectively.

Table 7.2 reports the results for integer instances, the results show that Algorithm CD2D outperforms all the other approaches. In this case, the lower bounds of Algorithm CD are too weak, leading to an excessive number of nodes and it is not able to solve all instances even of size 10 within the time limit. On contrary, Algorithm CD2D manages to solve much more instances than its competitors, also in this case of integer instances.

From the experiments reported in [17], it was already known that CSDP outperforms a previous version of COUENNE. The comparison of Q-MIST with BARON is new. We have used also ANTIGONE [65] for the comparison, but we do not report the results observed since they are not better than those obtained with COUENNE.

Summarizing we can state that Algorithm CD2D yields a significant improvement of the algorithm Q-MIST when compared with CSDP, and it is even capable to compete with other commercial and free software as BARON and COUENNE.

It is important to point out that the performance of BARON is almost not changed when considering ternary or integer variable domains, it solves more or less the same number of instances in both cases. On contrary, it is clear that the change of the domains affected the performance in our approach, specially in Algorithm CD. For the experiments in the next section, we will consider only Algorithm CD2D.

To conclude this section, we present pictures to illustrate how the percentage of negative eigenvalues influences the running time of Algorithm CD2D. Recall that, from the way we are producing the random instances, with the parameter $p$ we can control the percentage of negative eigenvalues of the matrix $\hat{Q}$ in the objective function. We plotted in Figure 7.4 the average running time for 10 random instances for each value of $p$ in $\{0, 10, \ldots, 100\}$. We consider ternary and integer instances. Each line represents a different number of variables. For this experiment we have set the time limit to 5400s. We chose only the dimensions for which all 110 instances were solved within the time limit. One can see that ternary instances of small size do not show any clear behavior. However, in general, one can say that both algorithms CSDP and CD2D keep the same tendency: instances with convex ($p = 0$) and concave ($p = 100$) objective function require less running time, while instances with indefinite $\hat{Q}$ are harder to solve.
Table 7.1: Results for ternary instances, $D_i = \{-1, 0, 1\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Q-MIST CD2D</th>
<th>CSDP</th>
<th>COUENNE</th>
<th>BARON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>28.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>250.31</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>174.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1531.29</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>668.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3024.42</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2342.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>14847.49</td>
<td>46.61</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>10357.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>34353.45</td>
<td>197.60</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>33780.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>76774.30</td>
<td>515.98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>94294.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>98962.24</td>
<td>1151.22</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>126549.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Results for integer instances, $D_i = \{-10, \ldots, 10\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Q-MIST CD2D</th>
<th>CSDP</th>
<th>COUENNE</th>
<th>BARON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1085009.52</td>
<td>105.54</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>296203.60</td>
<td>154.30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>969.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>179909.00</td>
<td>336.25</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>5653.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>38458.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99205.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>84802.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48648.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.4: Influence of the percentage of negative eigenvalues on the average running time.
7.6 Behavior with linear constraints

In Chapter 6 we have described how our approach can be extended when inequality constraints are added to Problem (3.1). For the experiments in this section we will consider ternary instances and two types of inequality constraints: \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \leq 0 \) and \( a^T x \leq b \), i.e., we solve two quadratic problems:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad x^T Qx + l^T x + c \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \leq 0 \\
& \quad x \in \{-1, 0, 1\}^n,
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad x^T Qx + l^T x + c \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad a^T x \leq b \\
& \quad x \in \{-1, 0, 1\}^n.
\end{align*}
\]

The vector \( a \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and the right hand side of \( a^T x \leq b \) are generated as follows: each entry \( a_i \) is chosen randomly distributed in \( \{1, 2, \ldots, 5\} \) and \( b \) is randomly distributed in \( \{1, \ldots, \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i\} \). The objective function is generated as explained before. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 report the results of the performance of Algorithm Q-MIST with CD2D and CSDP, and compare with BARON. The dimension \( n \) of the problem is chosen from 10 to 50 and \( p \in \{0, 10, \ldots, 100\} \), as before each line in the tables corresponds to the average computed over 110 instances solved within the time limit, 10 instances for each combination of \( n \) and \( p \).

Comparing the results reported in Table 7.1 with those of Tables 7.3 and 7.4, one could say that the addition of a linear constraint does not change the overall behavior of our approach. As it can be seen, Q-MIST (with both approaches CD2D and CSDP) outperforms BARON. However Algorithm CD2D, as it was shown in Table 7.1, is much faster even if the number of nodes explored is larger.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
n & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{Q-MIST} & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{CD2D} & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{CSDP} & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{BARON} \\
\hline
 & \# & \text{nodes} & \text{time} & \# & \text{nodes} & \text{time} & \# & \text{nodes} & \text{time} \\
\hline
10 & 110 & 35.85 & 0.01 & 110 & 12.73 & 0.02 & 110 & 1.29 & 0.09 \\
20 & 110 & 195.56 & 0.35 & 110 & 74.18 & 0.34 & 110 & 6.70 & 1.10 \\
30 & 110 & 993.21 & 1.08 & 110 & 332.38 & 2.65 & 110 & 17.31 & 43.86 \\
40 & 110 & 3160.16 & 4.85 & 110 & 1199.55 & 16.47 & 48 & 13.44 & 233.40 \\
50 & 110 & 13916.13 & 40.35 & 110 & 7235.00 & 159.66 & 20 & 61.20 & 174.96 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
Table 7.4: Results for ternary instances plus $a^T x \leq b$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Q-MIST</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>CSDP</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>BARON</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD2D</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
<td># nodes</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>29.36</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>185.78</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70.75</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>685.64</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>247.80</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2361.33</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1035.29</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>37.23</td>
<td>289.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9844.31</td>
<td>31.10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>7140.91</td>
<td>165.15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>67.48</td>
<td>191.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary and outlook

In this thesis we have proposed a coordinate ascent algorithm to solve the dual problem of the semidefinite relaxation of non-convex quadratic programming problems where each variable is restricted to a finite sub-set of the integer numbers (Problem (3.1)). Our approach is an extension of an algorithm devised by Dong [26] for a similar (but simpler) class of semidefinite problems. We have embedded this approach into Q-MIST, the branch-and-bound scheme proposed by Buchheim and Wiegele in [17], originally designed for a larger class of quadratic problems and implemented to use interior point methods for solving the semidefinite relaxations.

The motivation of this research was two-fold. First of all, it aimed at obtaining quick and strong lower bounds for the objective function value of quadratic integer problems (3.1), that can be used later as a bounding procedure inside Q-MIST. The second motivation was the development of an algorithm that is capable to solve instances of larger size than allowed by interior point methods.

In our approach we have cleverly exploited the structure of the problem. Due to the finite variable domains, the semidefinite relaxation of Problem (3.1) could be completely described by a finite number of linear inequality constraints per variable plus the semidefinite constraint $X \succeq 0$ where each set of constraint involves only the variables $x_{00}$, $x_{0i}$ and $x_{ii}$. We reformulated the inequality constraints using matrix notation. The matrices associated with the inequalities are characterized by sparsity and a low rank. In fact, they are symmetric matrices with at most three entries different from zero and have rank equal to one or two. In addition, we proved that for each variable at most two constraints can be active. This means that, in an optimal solution, only a few dual variables can be non-zero among the exponentially many. All these properties together motivated the use of coordinate-wise optimization methods to solve the dual problem (3.4). To be precise, we extended the ideas of a coordinate ascent method proposed by Dong [26]. The author has studied the same class of quadratic problems as in [17], and proposed a convex quadratically constrained reformulation for this class of problems. Convex relaxations for the resulting problem are obtained via a semi-infinite relaxation. In order to produce valid cutting surfaces, a semidefinite problem has to be solved. We have observed that this problem has a similar structure to Problem (3.4). The problems we are solving are however more general, the semidefinite constraint includes matrices of rank one or two, instead of diagonal (rank-one) matrices. We deal with an exponential number of dual of variables restricted to be non-positive. The objective function in our case is linear instead of scalar. The algorithm devised by Dong for this class of semidefinite problems consists in the introduction of a barrier function to model the semidefinite constraint, and the use of coordinate descent methods with exact line search.

Summarizing, our approach consists in the following: similar as in [26], we have
lifted the semidefinite constraint into the objective function and introduce a penalty parameter. We deal with the non-positivity constraint on the dual variables explicitly in the line search. The choice of the ascent direction is performed using the Gauss-Southwell rule. The regular structure of the problem leads to consider only a few coordinates among the exponentially many potential candidates. In the chosen direction, we performed an exact line search which turns out in a closed-form formula for computing the step length. We have provided the theoretical requirements that guarantee the existence of optimal step sizes. Each iteration of the algorithm requires the computation of an inverse matrix of order $n + 1$, that is the perturbation of one previously known matrix by a rank one or two constraint matrix. This computation has been done efficiently using the Woodbury formula, in $O(n^2)$ time. Even more, we have improved the convergence of our algorithm by taking into account the special structure of one the constraint matrices, whose rank is one and has the property that every linear combination with any other constraint matrix still has rank at most two. In other words, to improve the original approach, we perform a plane-search rather than a line search, and simultaneously update two dual variables and still recompute the inverse matrix in $O(n^2)$ time.

We have implemented two algorithms: Algorithm CD and Algorithm CD2D, one-dimension and two-dimension update, respectively. As a next step, we have integrated both algorithms into the branch-and-bound framework Q-MIST. We have evaluated the performance of both algorithms in the root node of the branch-and-bound tree and compared them with CSDP, the SDP solver used in [17]. The experiments performed show that the two main objectives of our research were successfully accomplished for randomly generated instances. We also showed experimentally that Algorithm CD2D significantly outperforms Algorithm CD, it produces lower bounds as strong as the ones provided by CSDP and it runs much faster for instances of large size, with ternary and integer domains. Additionally, Algorithm CD2D has been able to solve larger size instances than other more general non-convex integer non-linear programming solvers like BARON and COUENNE.

Nevertheless, we consider that there is an extensive path of research that could be considered to improve our approach and extend its range of application. From the theoretical point of view, one of the main open questions we were not able to precisely answer is related to the influence of the parameter $\beta_{ij}$ on the dual problem (3.4). Therefore, having a better understanding of this parameter may lead to better convergence results of the algorithm. Another possible extension, that goes in the same direction of the application explained in Chapter 6, could be to consider tighter formulation of the linear constraints that can be still formulated as low-rank matrices. From the implementation side, further experiments could be performed to see the influence of other parameters in the convergence of the algorithm, such as the update rule of the penalty parameter $\sigma$, the starting value of $\sigma$, or the selection of a different starting point that does not require the expensive computation of the smallest eigenvalue. Finally, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of our approach with instances that appear in real-world applications.
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